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Note by the Secretary-General.

1. The third report of the United Nations Observer Mission to verify the
electoral process in Nicaragua (ONI'VEN), in the attached documeut, covers the
period frotn the begiming of the €lectoral campaig! iD early December to the end of
January. The r€port analyses issues related to the electoral a&ni[istratioD, the
deveLopmelt of politico-el,ectoral activities, the nass m€dia ald other pertiuent
quesEions.

2. Mr. Elliot t. Richardson, the Personal Representat.ive of the
Secretary-Geleral, rras ia Nicaragua from 10 to 16 ,Jatuary 1990. Durilg this second
official visit, Mr. Richardson net with the President and menbers.of the Suprene
El.ectoral Council (CSE) autl of the Regional Electoral Councils of Bluefi6lils,
Juigalpa, Managua and Puerto Cabezas, with the presidential candidates of the
political parties and coatitions, ard t{ith the leaders of the nain potitical forces
of. the regions which he visited. He also had an extensiv€ meeting uith the
Presideat of the Republic. With all these ilrterlocutors, Mr. Ricbardsoa tackled
the nai! aspects of the electoral process and discussed the preparations r.hich are
going on, with a view to guaratteeing that the voting and el€ctoral process of
25 February talre place lrithout aay irregularities vhatsoever.

3. Mr. Richardson iaformed me persoaally of his evaluations of the electoral
situation in Nicaragua and the role played by ONIIVEN u4der the directioa of
Mr. Iqbal Riza.
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THE SITUATION IN CENTRAL AMERICA: THREATS TO INTERNATIONAL
PEACE AND SECURITY AND PEACE INITIATIVES

Note by the Secretary General

1. The third report of the United Nations Observer Mission to verify the
electoral process in Nicaragua (ONUVEN), in the attached document, covers the
period from the beginning of the electoral campaign in early December to the end of
January_ The report analyses issues related to the electoral administration, the
development of politico-electoral activities, the mass media and other pertinent
questions.

2. Mr. El1iot L. Richardson, the Personal Representative of the
Secretary-General, was in Nicaragua from 10 to 16 January 1990. During this second
official visit, Mr. Richardson met with the President and members'of the Supreme
Electoral Council (CSE) and of the Regional Electoral Councils of Bluefields,
Juigalpa, Managua and Puerto Cabezas, with the presidential candidates of the
political parties and coalitions, and with the leaders of the main political forces
of. the regions which he visited. He also had an extensive meeting with the
President of the Republic. With all these interlocutors, Mr. Richardson tackled
the main aspects of the electoral process and discussed the preparations which are
going on, with a view to guaranteeing that the voting and electoral process of
25 February take place without any irregularities whatsoever.

3. Mr. Richardson informed me personally of his evaluations of the electoral
situation in Nicaragua and the role played by ONUVEN under the direction of
Mr. Iqbal Riza.
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Third report to the Sec retary-Gene r al by the United NaLions obsqr gclt
Mission to verifv the electoral Drocess in Nicaraqua

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The terrns of reference of the united Nations observer Mission to verify the
electoral process in Nicaragua (ONWEN) provide for the periodic preParaLion and

submission of rePolts to the Sec retarY-General, who sha.Il in tur inform the
supreme Electoraf counciL (csE) of Nicaragua, where appropriate- At the same tirne.
the General Assernbly. by its resolution 44110 of 23 October: 1989, requested the
Secretary-General to report to it Periodically on the Progress of the Mission' In
accordance with that request, the Mission has prePared this third report, which
covers the main aspects of the electoral p{ocess in Nicaragua during December 1989

and January 1990. It deals mainly with the preparations r,'hich t-he e.lectoral
authority is carryiag out vith a vievt to organizing the efectoral process and
reducing to a mininum the possibility of rnanipufationsi the consolidatioi of the
elect.oral authorityi the efectoraf carnpaign; and the use of the mass media' l'he
nembers of the Mission, on nany occasions, undertook negoLiations to achieve a

solubion of nany of the problens dealt with in this report- They are noL qlven
specific mention since these negotiations were a normal part of their tasks- The
report siDgles out, because of their inportance, some of the negotiations carried
out by the Personal RepreseDtative of the Sec retary-Gene r al and some of the topics
iliscussed in the neeting with President Ortega.

PreparaLions for the third phasp

2. At the monent, ONWEN has a team of 54 officials, excluding the exPert
consultauts who are advising it. It is maintaining permanent offices in all the
electoral regions excePt for Region Ix (Rio San Juan) which, because of its very
lorr population density, is covered fron Juigafpa. For the elecLions. whicl. are to
take p.Lace on 25 February, the ONWEN team wifl be reinforced with the arrival of
at least 160 additional observers, About one third of this number lirifl come from
the Secretariat and from the Economic connission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (ECLAC), another third will be nade uP of officials and experts from
organizatd,ons and projects of the United Nations who ale in the regioni and the
final third will be provided by the Governrnents of different countries which have
agreed to co-operate in the verification effort. Consequentfy. Lhe total number of
nationafities represenled i.n ONWEN will be more than 50; this vill undoubLedly
help to ensure the international dissenination of the details of the Niqaraguan
e]ecto ral process.

3. ONUVEN has always enphasized the qualitative aspects of the task of
observation, and to naintain previous standards during the efectoial process will
mean a considerable effort. The PreParabory tasks began sorne time ago. A strong
statistical and computational team has now been built up. For Prrrposes of
information and verification, this team wirl be able to project l-he results fo).
internal purposes with a very low margin of error and to produce a paraflef
tabulation of the resu1t6. The team has also incorPorat.ed logistical exPerts to
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Third report to the Secretary-General by the United Nations Observer
Mission to verify the electoral process in Nicaraguq

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The terms of reference of the United Nations Observer Mission to verify the
electoral process in Nicaragua (ONUVEN) provide for the periodic preparation and
submission of reports to the Secretary-General, who shall in turn inform the
Supreme Electoral Council (CSE) of Nicaragua, where appropriate. At the same time,
the General Assembly, by its resolution 44/10 of 23 October 1989, requested the
Secretary-General to report to it periodically on the progress of the Mission. In
accordance with that request, the Mission has prepared this third report, which
covers the main aspects of the electoral p{ocess in Nicaragua during December 1989
and January 1990. It deals mainly with the preparations which the electoral
authority is carrying out with a view to organizing the electoral process and
reducing to a minimum the possibility of manipulations; the consolidation of the
electoral authority; the electoral campaign; and the use of the mass media. 1be
members of the Mission, on many occasions, undertook negotiations to achieve a
solution of many of the problems dealt with in this report. They are not given
specific mention since these negotiations were a normal part of their tasks. The
report singles out, because of their importance, some of the negotiations carried
out by the Personal Representative of the Secretary-General and some of the topics
discussed in the meeting with President Ortega.

Preparations fQr the third phase

2. At the moment, ONUVEN has a team of 54 officials, excluding the expert
consultants who are advising it. It is maintaining permanent offices in all the
electoral regions except for Region IX (RiQ San Juan) which, because of its very
low population density, is covered from Juigalpa. FQr the elections, which are to
take place on 25 February, the ONUVEN team will be reinforced with the arrival of
at least 160 additional observers. About one third of this number will come from
the Secretariat and from the Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (ECLAC); another third will be made up Qf officials and experts from
organizations and projects of the United Nations who are in the region: and the
final third will be provided by the Governments of different countries which have
agreed to co-operate in the verification effort. Consequently, the total number of
nationalities represented in ONUVEN will be more than 50: this wi.ll undoubtedly
help to ensure the internatiQnal dissemination of the details of the Nicaraguan
electoral process.

3. ONUVEN has always emphasized the qualitative aspects of the task of
observation, and to maintain previQus standards during the electoral process will
mean a considerable effort. The preparatory tasks began some time ago. A strong
statistical and computational team has nQW been built up. For purposes of
information and verification, this team will be able to project the ~esults for.
internal purposes with a very low margin of error and to produce a parallel
tabulation of the results. The team has also incorpQrat.ed logistical experts tQ
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orgaEize the compfea operation of observing the electoral process- rt has begun to
prepare agreements with other entities in the United Nations system, particular.ly
the united Nations Deve.Lopment progranrne (uNDp). the office of the united Nations
High Corunissioner for Refugees (ttNHCR) and the United Nations Observer croup in
Central America (ONUCA), which will nake it possibLe to exten,al the complex
infrastructure necessary to support lhe verification activities. Similarly,
although the number of observers and the resources obtained arill alrolr adequate
coverage of the electoral process, co-ordination agreements wilf be drawn up with
the OrganizaCion of American States (OAS) and with the group of eninent persons led
by Mr. Carter, forner Fresident of the Unibed States.

II, THE INTERNATIONA.L CONTEXT AND ITS IMPACT ON THE
ELECTORAL PROCESS

4. In the last tvto months the international situaLion has undergone changes which
have had and continue to have a marked influence on the electoral process in
Nicarggua, The changes occurring in Eastern Europe have certainfy had an effect on
the focaf scene and on the positions of the parties competing in the electoral
process. However, the rnost influential events have taken place in the region, The
relations between El Salvador and Nicaragua, which had already deterioraLed because
of the offensive by th€ Frente Farabundo Marti para .1a Liberaci6n Naciona] (EMLN)
aud the nurder of the six Jesuit priests, became worse at the end of November. The
crash of an aircraft all.egedly coming from Nicaragua which. according to the
salvadorian authorities, containeal arms intended for the FMr,liI offensive, brought
about the suspension of dipfomatic refations between San SaLvador and Managua.
ConsequentJ.y, the Central American Sunmit to be hel.d in Nicaragua was postponed.
Ilowever, after intensive negotiations, a speciar neeting was hefd at san rsidro de
Coronado, Costa Rica,

5. In fhe declaration resulting from this meeting \A/44/B7Z_S/2L019), on
12 December 1989, the five centrar American president' requested inber alia thatthe International Support and Verification Conrnission (CIAV) should begin theprocess of demobilizing the FMLN. They arso expressed their support to the
Goverment of Nicaragua and proposed that the funds approved for humanitarian aidto the Nicaraguan resistance shoufd be hauded over t.o CIAV for the imDlenentation
of, the process of demobilization and voluntary rerocation or repatriaiion of hhe
members of the resistance and their farnities. For its part, t-he covernment of
Nicaragua repeated its offer to the Nicaraguan resistance to begin the negotiations
designed to ensure that persons repat.ri.ated before 5 February coulcl be registered
and vote in the er.ections of 2b February 1990. on I January l99o the first group
of rnembers of the resistance arrived in Nicaragua; they had been deinobilizetl within
che framenork of the agreements reached by the centrar American presidents in Tefa,
Honduras, on ? August 1989 (A/44/4it-a/zo't78, and vere resistered on 22 Januarv rn
the offices of the Managua Regional Councit.

6. unfortunately, the inplenentation of the positive agreenents reachect at the
sulnm.it wa6 markedly affected by the events in panama. In Nicaragua the Unitecl
States action of 20 Decernber induced the Covernment of Nicaragua to announce astate of maximun alert on the grounds that the United States rnight intervene j.n
Nicaragua. The opposition argued that the state of niLihary alert whi(jh was
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organize the complex· operation of observing the electoral process. It has begun to
prepare agreements with other entities in the United Nations system~ particularly
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the United Nations Observer Group in
Central America (ONUCA), which will make it possible to extend the complex
infrastructure necessary to support the verification activities. Similarly,
although the number of observers and the resources obtained will allow adequate
coverage of the electoral process, co-ordination agreements will be drawn up with
the Organization of American States (CAS) and with the group of eminent persons led
by Mr. Carter, former President of the United States.

II. THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT AND ITS IMPACT ON THE
ELECTORAL PROCESS

4. In the last two months the international situation has undergone changes which
have had and continue to have a marked influence on the electoral process in
Nicar~gua. The changes occurring in Eastern Europe have certainly had an effect on
the local scene and on the positions of the parties competing in the electoral
process. However, the most influential events have taken place in the region. The
relations between El Salvador and Nicaragua, which had already deteriorated because
of the offensive by the Frente Farabundo Marti para la Liberacion Nacional (FMLN)
and the murder of the six Jesuit priests, became worse at the end of November. The
crash of an aircraft allegedly coming from Nicaragua which, according to the
Salvadorian authorities, contained arms intended for the FMLN offensive, brought
about the suspension of diplomatic relations between San Salvador and Managua.
Consequently, the Central American Summit to be held in Nicaragua was postponed.
However, after intensive negotiations, a special meeting was held at San Isidro de
Coronado, Costa Rica.

5. In the declaration resulting from this meeting (A/44/872-S/21019), on
12 December 1989, the five Central American Presidents requested inter alia that
the International Support and Verification Commission (CIAV) should begin the
process of demobilizing the FMLN. They also expressed their support to the
Government of Nicaragua and proposed that the funds approved for humanitarian aid
to the Nicaraguan resistance should be handed over to CIAV for the implementation
of the process of demobilization and voluntary relocation or repatriation of the
members of the resistance and their families. For its part, the Government of
Nicaragua repeated its offer to the Nicaraguan resistance to begin the negotiations
designed to ensure that persons repatriated before 5 February could be registered
and vote in the elections of 25 February 1990. On 8 January 1990 the first group
of members of the resistance arrived in Nicaragua: they had been demobilized within
the framework of the agreements reached by the Central American Presidents in Tela,
Honduras, on 7 August 1989 (A/44/451-S/20778) and were registered on 22 January in
the offices of the Managua Regional Council~

6. Unfortunately, the implementation of the positive agreements reached at the
summit was markedly affected by the events in Panama. In Nicaragua the United
States action of 20 December induced the Government of Nicaragua to announce a
state of maximum alert on the grounds that the United States might intervene in
Nicaragua. The opposition argued that the state of military alert which was
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declared throughout the national Eerritory was designed to linit political and
civil freedotns and create a warfike atmosphere which affected the electoraf
process, Statements by the Opposit,ion Nati.onal UnioD (UNO) candidates indicating
that the United States iotervent.ion in Panama had brought into Power a
"representative anal freely elected" Government allovred the candidates of ttre Frente
Sandinista de Liberaci6n Nacioual (FS[N) to accuse UNo of causing conflicts which
would resuft in a sirnilar interveDtion in Nicaragua. The situation, which vras

atready tense in itself, became much worse t{hen United States trooPs invaaled the
residence of the NicaraguaD Anbassador in Panama. The Nicaraguan Government
responded by expellirg a uunber of diplornats fron the United States Enttassy in
Malragua and submitted a compLaint. which was considered by the Security Counci], but
a serious deterioration of the situation vras avoided. However, the exPulsion was
vierred iu Washington as an attempt to reduce its ability to observe thg elections.
In this context, the delayed and qualified leaction of the opPosition made it
easier for the Nicaraguan Government to create the imPression that the opPosition
would support a simifar operatiou in Nicaragua.

'1 . The nost serious developmeirt, however. rras the publication of a cornmuniqur! by
che Nicaraguan Ministry of DefeDce. ID its third paragraph it calfed upon the army
and the forces of the Ministry of the Interior to apply, within the frarnework of
the state of maxinun afert atrd "at the beginuing of the Yankee interventioD .. ' the
plans for neutralizing. cutting down and executing all those recalciLraDt and
treacherous elements who both openly and covertly had been supporting the
intervention ...". ONIryEN irulediately expressed its concern to CSE because of the
implicatsions of the communiqu6 within the context of the elect.oral campaign. This
concerD ras shared by CSE who, in its turn, sent. a request for clarification to the
Ministry of Defence. The somewhat anbiguous terns of the reply emphasized that the
paragraph had nothing to do with the electoral process but referred excfusively to
the "legitimate. extraordinarf and exceptional rieasuresr' {hich a possible armed
intervention would impose on the Goverrunent. Subsequently. CSE issued a conrnuniqur3
reiteratiDg the validity of the Constitution and bhe right.s anal gtuarantees
established by it antl rerninding the Ministries of Defence and the Interior of lheir
duty to guarantee and uphold Ehe rights of all those participating in the Present
efectoral process. At the time of writing this report, the episode aPPears to have
been concluded. Ilowever, it is stlll invoked by the opposition as an examPfe of
the Goverrunent's warlike attitude, since the cornnuniqu6 has not been forrnally
withdrawn.

III. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ETECTORAL PROCESS

8. During the period under review, the process of checking the electoral rolls.
which was the lesponsibility of the electoraf autholity, was concluded and a minor
nrrnber of registration errors lrere corrected. In order to facititate the
incorporation of members of the Nicaraguau resistance in the electoral process, CSE

authorized special machinery to permit the registration, up to 5 February. of those
who have been denobilized. In January the registration of six rnembers of the
Nicaraguan resistance was verified. They vrere dernobilized within the framenork of
CIAV. The distribution of copies of the .1i6t6 of registered citizens, agreed to
during the nationaf dialogue, began on 20 December, arhen the lists corresponaling to
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declared throughout the national territory was designed to limit political and
civil freedoms and create a warlike atmosphere which affected the electoral
process. Statements by the Opposition National Union (UNO) candidates indicating
that the United States intervention in Panama had brought into power a
"representative and freely elected ll Government allowed the candidates of the Frente
Sandinista de Liberacion Nacional (FSLN) to accuse UNO of causing conflicts which
would result in a similar intervention in Nicaragua. The situation, which was
already tense in itself, became much worse when United States troops invaded the
residence of the Nicaraguan Ambassador in Panama. The Nicaraguan Government
responded by expelling a number of diplomats from the United States Embassy in
Managua and submitted a complaint which was considered by the Security Council, but
a serious deterioration of the situation was avoided. However, the expulsion was
viewed in Washington as an attempt to reduce its ability to observe th~ elections.
In this context, the delayed and qualified reaction of the opposition made it
easier for the Nicaraguan Government to create the impression that the opposition
would support a similar operation in Nicaragua.

7. The most serious development, however, was the publication of a communique by
the Nicaraguan Ministry of Defence. In its third paragraph it called upon the army
and the forces of the Ministry of ,the Interior to apply, within the framework of
the state of maximum alert and tlat the beginning of the Yankee intervention ... the
plans for neutralizing, cutting down and executing all those recalcitrant and
treacherous elements who both openly and covertly had been supporting the
intervention ..• 11. ONUVEN immediately expressed its con~ern to CSE because of the
implications of the communique within the context of the electoral campaign. This
concern was shared by CSE who, in its turn, sent a request for clarification to the
Ministry of Defence. The somewhat ambiguous terms of the reply emphasized that the
paragraph had nothing to do with the electoral process but referred exclusively to
the "legitimate, extraordinary and exceptional measures" which a possibl,e armed
intervention would impose on the Government. Subsequently, CSE issued a communique
reiterating the validity of the Constitution and the rights and guarantees
established by it and reminding the Ministries of Defence and the Interior of their
duty to guarantee and uphold the rights of all those participating in the present
electoral process. At the time of writing this report, the episode appears to have
been concluded. However, it is still invoked by the opposition as an example of
the Government's warlike attitude, since the communique has not been formally
withdrawn.

Ill. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS

8. During the period under review, the process of checking the electoral rolls,
which was the responsibility of the electoral authority, was concluded and a minor
number of registration errors were cprrected. In order to facilitate the
incorporation of members of the Nicaraguan resistance in the electoral process, CSE
authorized special machinery to permit the registration, up to 5 February, of those
who have been demobilized. In January the registration of six members of the
Nicaraguan resistance was verified. They were demobilized within the framework of
CIAV. The distribution of copies of the lists of registered citizens, agreed to
during the national dialogue, began on 20 December, when the lists corresponding to
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Region I were distributed, The distribubion concluded, with a delay of 18 days
over previous estimaces, on 12 January. on the basis of the6e lists. the parties
have beguu to carry out visits which combine the location of undecided persons with
the verification of registrations, The possibility of cha.tlenging the entries in
the rolls is open uDtil 6 February. rinalry, it is worth lrhile pointing out that
IJNDP has already begun technical assistance activities which wilt result in a plan
to draw up a pernanent e.Lectoral roLl vrith substantial improvements in the
documentation of citizens,

9. As regards the 63 ballot receiving boards (JRv) (most of lrhich are situated in
ttre North Atlantic Autonornous Segion) which were unabfe to operate during sorne or
all of the regiskration Sundays, there have been no changes, inasmuch as the
Ministry of the Ilterior and the Miaistry of Defence have informed CSE t.hat
security conditions are such that they cannot be reopened, However, both uNo aud
the AtLantic Coasb Indigenous Movement (yaLama) assert that this is not correct and
that the negative repry can be explained by the fact that most of the unregistered
citizens are supporters of the opposition. Est.irnates of the nunber of persons
involved range from 60,o00 (according to UNo estinates) to 2,000 (according to the
council's estirnates). The figure of 60,000 probabry incfudes all the Nicaraguans
rtho are currently on the other side of the border, and their eventuaL registration
depends more on the denobilization process mentioned i! the preceding paragraph
than on the opening of the Boards. Although the reopening of these Boarals to
cotnplete the registratiou lrould have a linited numerical impact, its synbolic
effect should not be underestimated.

10. As in previous period6, the agreernents reached by CSE anat the regional
electorar councils during the period covereal by this report have been analysed. ru
the case of CSE, all the decisions taken during this period L/ were adopted
unanirnously' and attention was drawn once again to the electoral authority,s
concern to ensure effective implenentation of the basic principl-e that politicar
participation should be broad and pluralistic. This energes clearly. for exanple,
from the way in which csE dealt with the applications received from popular
Petition Associations ( "Yatana" (North Attantic Autonomous Region) (RAAN) anal
"Yatama Multi-ethnic youth Movement" (South Atlantic Autonomous RegioD) (RAAS)) to
be allowed to register to Present candidates for the Autonomous Regional counci.Is
of the Atlantic coast. These applications suffered frorn a !.hore series of
shortcomings as regards observance of the legal fornalities set forch in the
Electoral Act. From a strictly legal standpoint, this xould have autholized CSE to
raise legitirnate objections to lhe acceptance of the applications in these
circwnstances, on the ground that the lega] requirernenls had not been duly
observed. NevertheLess, after noting that "from the standpoint of the strict.
imptementatioD of the El.ectoral Act. bottr applications are 

'omewhat 
defective as

regards bhe legal forrnalities", CSE decided to accept them ,'in vie!, of the
irnportance of ParticipaEion by the Popular Petition As6ociations i! the election of
the Autolomous Regioaar counciLs of the Atlantic coast',. This is Darticularl.y
significant since YaEama is the main rivar of the governing party in this are] of
the counery.

11. The second report referred to the organization at the regional level of
offices dearing with conplaints and alregations. whe! these offices beqan to
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Region I were distributed. The distribution concluded. with a delay of 18 days
over previous estimates I on 12 January_ On the basis of these lists, the parties
have begun to carry out visits which combine the location of undecided persons with
the verification of registrations. The possibility of challenging the entries in
the rolls is open until 6 February. Finally. it is worth while pointing out that
UNDP has already begun technical assistance activities which will result in a plan
to draw up a permanent electoral roll with substantial improvements in the
documentation of citizens.

9. As regards the 63 ballot recelvlng boards (JRV) (most of which are situated in
the North Atlantic Autonomous Region) which were unable to operate during some or
all of the registration Sundays, there have been no changes, inasmuch as the
Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defence have informed CSE that
security conditions are such that they cannot be reopened. However, both UNO and
the Atlantic Coast Indigenous Movement (Yatama) assert that this is not correct and
that the negative reply can be explained by the fact that most of the unregistered
citizens are supporters of the opposition. Estimates of the number of persons
involved range from 60.000 (according to UNO estimates) to 2.000 (according to the
Council's estimates). The figure of 60.000 probably includes all the Nicaraguans
who are currently on the other side of the border, and their eventual registration
depends more on the demobilization process mentioned in the preceding paragraph
than on the opening of the Boards. Although the reopening of these Boards to
complete the registration would have a limited numerical impact, its symbolic
effect should not be underestimated.

10. As in previous periods, the agreements reached by CSE and the regional
electoral councils during the period covered by this report have been analysed. In
the case of CSE. all the decisions taken during this period 1/ were adopted
unanimously, and attention was drawn once again to the electoral authority's
concern, ,'to ensure effective implementation of the basic principle that political
participation should be broad and pluralistic. This emerges clearly. for example.
from the way in which CSE dealt with the applications received from Popular
Petition Associations ("Yatama" (North Atlantic Autonomous Region) (RAAN) and
"Yatama Multi-ethnic Youth Movement" (South Atlantic Autonomous Region) (RAAS» to
be allowed ,to register to present candidates for the Autonomous Regional Councils
of the Atlantic Coast. These applications suffered from a whole series of
shortcomings as regards observance of the legal formalities set forth in the
Electoral Act. From a strictly legal standpoint. this would have authorized CSE to
raise legitimate objections to the acceptance of the applications in these
circumstances. on the ground that the legal requirements had not been duly
observed. Nevertheless, after noting that "from the standpoint of the strict
implementation of the Electo.ral Act, both applications are somewhat defective as
regard~ the legal formalities". CSE decided to accept them "in view of the
importance of participation by the Popular Petition Associations in "the election of
the Autonomous Regional Councils of the Atlantic Coast lt

• This is particularly
significant since Yatama is the main rival of the governing party in this area of
the country.

11. The second report referred to the organization at the regional level of
offices dealing with complaints and allegations. When these offices began to
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function, certain problens relatiog Eo their operation becane aPparent. First, the
lesources alfocated to these offices were inadequate, which limit-ed their capacity
to process complaints. Second, in most cases - and certainly in the most serious
cases - the bodies which must take action are the ordinary criminal courts. Lhose
procedural timetabfe is not geared to the rhythn of the elections but is designed
to protect the rights of the people involved in the cases concerned. ID most
qases - the e:ceplion being questions of lesser importance which are dealt with by
means of a swrunaly procedure - no action can be expecteal of the sourts in the short
tern, NevertheLess, it would be desirable to foflow these cases more closely and
transmit thetn to Ehe court.s nore quickly. Thiril, in the lirnited areas coming
within the direct jurisdiction of the electoral authority, some of the parties
sulmitting allegations do not provide evidence for the alfegations or sufficient
grounds for their cases, thus preventing the regional efectoral councifs fron
considering their cLains, Although nost of the questions mentioned are not withi.n
the Couneil's control. the Council coufd be expected to take rnore energetic
action. Seeking to make up for these shortcomings, and given its fimited
enforcement powers, the electoral authority has resorted to arranging agreements
between the parties to avoid acts of violence and raise the levef of the elecl-oral
contest: such agreements have been reached in most of the regions and at the
national level, It should be noted that despite the difficutties which exist, the
decentralized handfing of conplaints nakes it possible to process thern nore
efficiently in the regions.

12. Another important area of the Council's activities is heightening Lhe
awareness of the electorate through a massive civic education campaign funded by
the Governments of Canada, Norway and Sweden. Messages focused initially on the
irnportance of voter registration and, once the efection canpaign began, respect on
the need to other peoples' views and to reject violence. For the remainder of
January and in February. the education campaign wilf enphasize voting procedures
and the need for a secret baIlot, The characteristics of this campaign and the
conplete impartiafity of the nessages transmitted again bear out the positive
comments maale about Ehe CounciL's action.

13. The Council has made considerabfe progless in defining in deLail the
procedures to be used on election day. The opposition coatition conveyed its rnain
concerns to the Mission, most of which have atready been adequatefy net by
decisions of the Council. OIIUVEN brought in a tirne and rnoLion exPerh with
considerable electoral experience, n'ho is helping to design the procedures Lo be
used at polling tabtes with large numbers of registered voters ancl to f incl
solutions to outstanding probtems. Frorn t.he Mission's standpoint, the technical
precautions taken by the Council, which include rnonitoring of the specia-t paper
used to rnake ballot-papers, the seafing of ballot-papers. the use of indelil)le ink
to rnark votersr fingers, the provision of signed copies of vote counl certificates
to po11-watchers and international observers, the latter's participation in all
stages of the efectora.l process, and other similar measures/ all minirnize the
possibility of major irregularities.

L4. ONUVEN, for its part. is busy designing its own observation mechanisms so that
it can verify the conduct of the elections properly. However. iL must- ire
reiterated that no matter how refined the verification instrunents usetl, the
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function, certain problems relating to their operation became apparent. First, the
resources allocated to these offices were inadequate, which limited their capacity
to process complaints. Second, in most cases - and certainly in the most serious
cases - the bodies which must take action are the ordinary criminal courts, whose
procedural timetable is not geared to the rhythm of the elections but is designed
to protect the rights of the people involved in the cases concerned. In most
cases - the exception being questions of lesser importance which are dealt with by
means of a summary procedure - no action can be expected of the courts in the short
term. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to follow these cases more closely and
transmit them to the courts more quickly. Third, in the limited areas coming
within the direct jurisdiction of the electoral authority, some of the parties
submitting allegations do not provide evidence for the allegations or sufficient
grounds for their cases, thus preventing the regional electoral councils from
considering their claims. Although most of the questions mentioned are not within
the Council's control, the Council could be expected to take more energetic
action. Seeking to make up for these shortcomings, and given its limited
enforcement powers, the electoral authority has resorted to arranging agreements
between the parties to avoid acts of violence and raise the level of the electoral
contest: such agreements have been reached in most of the regions and at the
national level. It should be noted that despite the difficulties which exist, the
decentralized handling of complaints makes it possible to process them more
efficiently in the regions.

12. Another important area of the Council's activities is heightening the
awareness of the electorate through a massive civic education campaign funded by
the Governments of Canada, Norway and Sweden. Messages focused initially on the
importance of voter registration and~ once the election campaign began~ respect on
the need to other peoples' views and to reject violence. For the· remainder of
January and in February, the education campaign will emphasize voting procedures
and the need for a secret ballot. The characteristics of this campaign and the
complete impartiality of the messages transmitted again bear out the positive
comments made about the Council's action.

13. The Council has made considerable progress in defining in detail the
procedures to be used on election day. The opposition coalition conveyed its main
concerns to the Mission, most of which have already been adequately met by
decisions of the Council. ONUVEN brought in a time and motion expert with
considerable electoral experience, who is helping to design the procedures to be
used at polling tables with large numbers of registered voters and to find
solutions to outstanding problems. From the Mission's standpoint, the technical
precautions taken by the Council, which include monitoring of the special paper
used to make ballot-papers, the sealing of ballot-papers, the use of indelible ink
to mark voters' fingers, the provision of signed copies of vote count certificates
to poll-watchers and international observers~ the latter's participation in all
stages of the electoral process, and other similar measures, all minimize the
possibility of major irregUlarities.

14. ONUVEN~ for its part, is busy designing its own Observation mechanisms so that
it can verify the conduct of the elections properly. However, it must be
reiterated that no matter how refined the verification instruments used, the
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observers are no subst.itute for the polit.ical parties' poll-watchers, r,rho6e
presence at every JRV will be the opposition's best guarantee that the elections
are qenuine.

IV, CONDUCT OF THE ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN

A, fnternal financinq of the eLectoral carnoaion

15. With regard to State financing, on 19 January CSE nade the funds for the
municipal elections at the disposal of the parties. The funds in question xere
distributed in accordance with the criteria laid down itr the Electoral Act. The
Act permits the donat.io! of funds by Nicaraguan citizens residing in the country.
and the parties must inform CSE of the tolal amounls. Although all the parties
have received contributions from this source. none of them has supplied the
corresponding informatioD, and CSE has not attempLed to apply the provision in
question in view of the difficulty of doing so at a]l effectively- It is extremely
difficult to obt.ain reLiable inforrnation in this area, anal it has only been
possible to hold a number of interviews with party officials. In the case of FSLN.
a good proportion of the internal funds collected cone fron the subscription of
certificates and from contributions fron party members. In ctre case of UNO, the
amouDt of local funds collected appears to be serious.ly affected by the picture of
abundance created by the exteDsive pubticity surrounding the funcls approved by the
United States Congress in connection r.ith the Nicaraguan elections, a subject that
ni].l be taken up again below. Ho'trever, lrNO has been able to obLain limited funds
in the form of contributions from supporters, wtrich have enabled it to continue its
canpaign. The other parties' source of financing is contributions from their
suPPorters. Hordever, the most significant contribution to the campaigns is,
without question, voluntary work by party nilit.ants and synpathizers. and in this
area there are substantial differences between the parties.

B. External financinq of the electoral campaiqn

16. In order to aid conprehension of the complex situations that have arisen in
connection Lith the erternal financing of the Nicaraguan electoral process, it
woul"d appear to be desirable to cile the basic rules laid down in the country's
laws:

(a) Fifty Per cent. of the total amount of external donations frorn any source
to political parties is paid into the "Fund for Dernocracy" foreseeD for the
financing of the elections and administered by CSE. The rernaininq 50 per cent is
handed over to the party concernedi

(b) fn the case of contributions in kind. consutner goods intencled for
electoral publicity are not su-bject to the 50 per cent c:ontribution, whatever their
value i

(c) In the case of capila1 as6ets. the first $US 20,000 is ]ikewise not
subject to the 50 per cent contribution, and 50 per cent, of the \;'alue ot the
rernainiler is to be deposited,
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observers are no substitute for the political parties' poll-watchers, whose
presence at every JRV will be the opposition's best guarantee that the elections
are genuine.

IV. CONDUCT OF THE ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN

A. Internal financing of the electoral campaign

15. With regard to State financing. on 19 January CSE made the funds for the
municipal elections at the disposal of the parties. The funds in question were
distributed in accordance with the criteria laid down in the Electoral Act. The
Act permits the donation of funds by Nicaraguan citizens residing in the country,
and the parties must inform CSE of the total amounts_ Although all the parties
have received contributions from this source, nOlle of them has supplied the
corresponding information, and CSE has not attempted to apply the provision in
question in view of the difficulty of doing so at all effectively. It is extremely
difficult to obtain reliable information in this area, and it has only been
possible to hold a number of interviews with party officials. In the case of FSLN,
a good proportion of the internal funds collected come from the subscription of
certificates and from contributions from party members. In the case of UNO, the
amount of local funds collected appears to be seriously affected by the picture of
abundance created by the extensive publicity surrounding the funds approved by the
United States Congress in connection with the Nicaraguan elections, a subject that
will be taken up again below. However, UNO has been able to obtain limited funds
in the form of contributions from supporters, which have enabled it to continue its
campaign. The other parties' source of financing is contributions from their
supporters. However, the most significant contribution to the campaigns is,
wit~out question, voluntary work by party militants and sympathizers, and in this
area there are substantial differences between the parties.

B. External financing of the electoral campaign

16. In order to aid comprehension of the complex situations that have arisen in
connection with the external financing of the Nicaraguan electoral process, it
would appear to be desirable to cite the basic rules laid down in the country's
laws:

(a) Fifty per cent of the total amount of external donations from any source
to political parties is paid into the "Fund for Democracy" foreseen for the
financing of the elections and administered by CSE. The remaining 50 per cent is
handed over to the party concerned;

(b)

electoral
value;

In the case of contributions in kind, consumer goods intended for
publicity are not subject to the 50 per cent contribution, whatever their

(c) In the case of capital assets, the first $US 20.000 is likewise not
subject to the 50 per cent contribution, and 50 per cent of the value of the
remainder is to be deposited;
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(d) Article 128 of the Electoral
publicity nay be irhported duty freei

Act provides thaL naterials for electoral

(e) In the case of donations to non-Party bodie6, the rules laid down in the
Blectoral Act are not applicable but. rather' the rules relating to external
co-operaLion, faid down in 1986, which prohibit donations to commercial enberprises
and require that the estabtishment of non-profit associations be aPproved by the
National Assembly.

I7, The parties have received substantial contributions in kind (T-shirts'
tighters, stationery, office equipnent, LoudsPeakers, rnegaphones ' hats. etc') whose

value is difficult to assess. However, from information abtained from CSE' it nay
be estimated that in the case of uNo, the vafue of such contribuLions esceeds

sus 200.000, and that in the case of FSLN the corresPoncling figure is nuch higher.
Some of the other parties, particularly those with international connections. have
received contributions of lesser value.

18. Iu the case of contributions in cash, according to csE, contiibutions in an

amount of $us 42o.ooo to Fslnl have been recorded. and rsLN has afleady paid the
corlesponding 50 Per cent to the Fund for Detnocracy; an amounL of $US 1'B million
has been channelled to I'NO through the Agency for Interrrational DeveloPment (AID)
and the National Endovment for Democracy (NED) (an equal amount goes to (CSE)' The

rules governing the use of funds allocated by Congress Lo NED for UNO prohibit use

of the funds for the direct support of caDdialates. and the funds therefore may not
be used for either recruiting suPPorters or political campaigning' Coisequently'
most of the funds (aPproxirnately 75 Per cent of the amount of afmost
$US 1.S mil.Iion allocated) ale tteing usecl to Purchase vehic.Ies, and most of the
renaining amount is being used to purchase office equiPnent. As the Present report
was being prepared, the vehicles were in Nicaragua but could noL be used because

the customs authorities were requiring Pa]'rnent of inport duties' since they did not
regard vehicles as ',materials for etectoral publicity". vrhich may be imPorLed duty
free under article l-28 of the Eleitoral Act. In the processing of those funds,
there had been delays and bureaucratic problerns that in some cases do not seem

stricLly necessary. Folloning a number of publiC Protests by ttNo. President ortega
requested the Centra] Bank to Pay out the fuDds required- Payrnent of customs
duties, another of the problems raised by UNo, was resolved through the grancing of
credits and guarantees by the Central Bank.

19, More than $us 1,500,000 in united sLates funds is being channelled through the
Institute for Electoral Prornotion and Training (IFCE). Even though IPCE is a civic
association without party affifiation, che fact that all its feaders are
politicians of note in UNO and that the use of the funds is cfosely linked with the
sotution of questions raised by UNO (verification of the electoral rof1s. training
of poll--watchers fron the oPpositioD coalition, etc.) has the effect of
transforming the question of the funds into a polit.ical issue, although one that is
outside the cornpetence of the electoraf authority. The Government argues that IPCE

has uot taken the necessary stePs to assrlne the tegal form required by lal^I. that
sone of the delays are due to the handfing of the donation by the United States
bureaucracy and that, ultimately, IPCE is simPly a front erected by UNo to avoid
the contribution laid dolrn in article 124 of the Electoral act. uNo alleges that
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( d)

publicity
Article 128 of the Electoral
may be imported duty free;

Act provides that materials for electoral

(e) In the case of donations to non-party bodies, the rules laid down in the
Electoral Act are not applicable but, rather, the rules relating to external
co-operation, laid down in 1986, which prohibit donations to commercial enterprises
and require that the establishment of non-profit associations be approved by the
National Assembly.

17. The parties have received substantial contributions in kind (T-shirts,
lighters, stationery, office equipment, loudspeakers, megaphones, hats, etc.) whose
value is difficult to assess. However, from information obtained from CSE, it may
be estimated that in the case of UNO, the value of such contributions exceeds
$US 200,000, and that in the case of FSLN the corresponding figure is much higher.
Some of the other parties, particularly those with international connections, have
received contributions of lesser value.

18. In the case of contributions in cash, according to eSE, contributions in an
amount of $US 420,000 to FSLN have been recorded. and FSLN has already paid the
corresponding 50 per cent to the Fund for Democracy: an amount of $US 1.8 million
has been channelled to UNO through the Agency for International Development (AID)
and the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) (an equal amount goes to (CSE). The
rules governing the use of funds allocated by Congress to NED for UNO prohibit use
of the funds for the direct support of candidates, and the funds therefore may not
be used for either recruiting supporters or political campaigning. Consequently,
most of the funds (approximately 75 per cent of the amount of almost
$US 1.8 million allocated) are being used to purchase vehicles, and most of the
remaining amount is being used to purchase office equipment. As the present report
was being prepared, the vehicles were in Nicaragua but could not be used because
the customs authorities were requiring payment of import duties, since they did not
regard vehicles as "materials for electoral pUblicity", which may be imported duty
free under article 128 of the Electoral Act. In the processing of those funds,
there had been delays and bureaucratic problems that in some cases do not seem
strictly necessary. Following a number of public protests by UNO, President Ortega
requested the Central Bank to payout the funds required. Payment of customs
duties, another of the problems raised by UNO, was resolved ,through the granting of
credits and guarantees by the Central Bank.

19. More than $US 1.500,000 in United States funds is being channelled through the
Institute for Electoral Promotion and Training (IPCE). Even though IPCE is a civic
association without party affiliation, the fact that all its leaders are
politicians of note in UNO and that the use of the funds is closely linked with the
solution of questions raised by UNO (verification of the electoral rolls, training.
of poll-watchers from the opposition coalition. etc.) has the effect of
transforming the question of the funds into a political issue, although one that is
outside the competence of the electoral authority. The Government argues that IPCE
has not taken the necessary steps to assume the legal form required by law, that
some of the delays are due to the handling of the donation by the United States
bureaucracy and that, Ultimately, IPCE is simply a front erected by UNO to avoid
the contribution laid down in article 124 of the Electoral Act. UNO alleges that
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FSIN is using bureaucratic excuses to prevent the opposition coa]jtion frorn
obtaining these funds and is thus undermining its eleceoral campaiqn.

20. As the question has been franed and given the complexit.ies inplicit in che
strict interpretation of the legaf issues involved. there is rittre sense in going
deeper into this kiqd of analysis. The solution of the problems invofved depends
on a Political decision by the GovernmeDt. This woutd involve findino sotutions of
different types to questions related to the way in vrhich the united slates supporc
was handled. rt lrould seern advisabte to be as flexible as possibfe in interpreting
Lhe legal texts, as CSE has already done in similar circumstances. itr areas within
its competence, by tnaling interpretations and taking decisions which facititated
the opposition's participation in the electora.r process. These matters were raised
by Mr. Richardson in his talks with president ortega. At the tine of cornpreting
the present report, there was nevrs of an agreenent arranged by forner
President carter 2/ that would pernit the use of the funds by rpcE leaders. under
csE supervision. The delay in obtaining these funds uncloubtedly had repercussions
on the electoral canpaign.

2f. finally, the non-UNO opposition parties have complained constantly that they
are at a disadvantage, firstly, because of the advantages allegedly enjoyed by thegoverning party and, secondly, because of the finaucing of uNo by the irniteal states
Government. However, the equal distribution of free tefevision t.ime gives the
smaLler political groups a comparative advantage and UNO itseff has protested
against $hat it considers to be a biased distribution of such tine. The fact is
that. the polarization which has characterized the campaign, together with bhe
unequal financial possibifities, is an obstacfe which it is difficult for the smatlparties to overcome.

c, Basic characteristics of the eLectoral strategies of the
different Darties

22. In the foll,owing paragraphs, we shalf attempt to analyse the main
characteristics of the electorar straEegies pursued by the different parties andthe exrent of their eleccioneering efforts, This is important because hhe
opposition has a definite tendency to assune that the governing party,s only
effective weapon ie its control and abuse of the state apparatus, and not to attachsufficient importance to the organization of the canpaign, the number and
cornnitnent of FSLN menbers and other clearly legitimate aspects of the erectorarcontest. The nain comflaint heard frotn the non-UNO opposition parties, who have
been hurt by the obvious polarization that has taken place, is that FSLN anar uNo,for different reasons, have cousiderably greater resources at their disposal andthat it is impossible therefore for the other parties to put across their erectoral
messages which, in their view, should have aD equal opportuoity of redching theelectorate.

23. FSLN has launched an intensive, well_organized e.lect.ion carnpaign with a highlevel of involvenent on the part of its presidenlial- and vice _pre s identiat
candidates, something which wourd be conpletery unnecessary if, as sone opposition
sectors maint.ain, it could win the elections by rneans other tt.an the electoraf
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FSLN is using bureaucratic excuses to prevent the opposition coalition from
obtaining these funds and is thus undermining its electoral campaign.

20. As the question has been framed and given the complexities implicit in the
strict interpretation of the legal issues involved, there is little sense in going
deeper into this kind of analysis. The solution of the problems involved depends
on a political decision by the Government. This would involve finding solutions of
different types to questions related to the way in which the United States support
was handled. It would seem advisable to be as flexible as possible in interpreting
the legal "texts, as CSE has already done in similar circumstances, in areas within
its competence, by making interpretations and taking decisions which facilitated
the opposition's participation in the electoral process. These matters were raised
by Mr. Richardson in his talks with President Ortega. At the time of completing
the present report, there was news of an agreement arranged by former
President Carter ~/ that would permit the use of the funds by IPCE leaders, under
CSE supervision. The delay in obtaining these funds undoubtedly had repercussions
on the electoral campaign.

21. Finally, the non-UNO opp~sition parties have complained constantly that they
are at a disadvantage. firstly. because of the advantages allegedly enjoyed by the
governing party and. secondly. because of the financing of UNO by the United States
Government. However, the equal distribution of free television time gives the
smaller political groups a comparative advantage and UNO itself has protested
against what it considers to be a biased distribution of such time. The fact is
that the polarization which has characterized the campaign, together with the
unequal financial possibilities, is an obstacle which it is difficult for the small
parties to overcome.

C. Basic characteristics of the electoral strategies of the
different parties

22. In the following paragraphs. we shall attempt to analyse the main
characteristics of the electoral strategies pursued by the different parties and
the extent of their electioneering efforts. This is important because the
opposition has a definite tendency to assume that the governing party's only
effective weapon is its control and abuse of the State apparatus, and not to attach
sufficient importance to the organization of the campaign, the number and
commitment of FSLN members and other clearly legitimate aspects of the electoral
contest. The main complaint heard from the non-UNO opposition parties, who have
been hurt by the obvious polarization that has taken place. is that FSLN and UNO.
for different reasons, have considerably greater resources at their disposal and
that it is impossible therefore for the other parties to put across their electoral
messages which, in their view, should have an equal opportunity of reaching the
electorate.

23. FSLN has launched an intensive, well-organized election campaign with a high
level of ' involvement on the part of its presidential and vice-presidential
candidates, something which would be completely unnecessary if, as some opposition
se~tors maintain, it could win the elections by means other than the electoral
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conteat. carnpaign nessages focused initiall.y on discrediting the rnain opponent for
its ties to the forrner Sonoza r6gime and to the contras and, on the positive side,
on equating an FSLN electoral victory with peace. More recent.ly, they seern to be

emphasising the i rrespoDs ibi I ity of the oPPosition's Platforrn and the advantages
and realisrn of the FSLN platforn, The content of television slots and rnessages is
more positive and itrvokes 1ife, happiness and youth. ahe campaign is based on such
conventional elements as rallies attended by candidates frorn different levels of
the party, f,/ radio ald television Publicity sLots, mass distribution of T-shirts,
hats and other pubLicity itens and the establishnent of a wide netwolk of carnPaign
offices. The lumber of rall-ies, campaign offices, radio and telewision slots and
T-shirts is significantly higher than for othe! Parties. The Front's carnPaign has
a18o included, from bhe outset, such novel elements as the holding of
Anerican-style public conventions and the inclusion of non-Party candidates. The
front ofcen takes part in country fairs. religious celebrations, eLc.. at which it
i6 usuaLly the only political party plesent. There is a high degree of involvement
of party members, and this is on€ of the Front's main advantages. Members
volunteer their time and provide nost of the prenises used as camPaign offices.

24. the ttNO coaLition has been forned recently and includes certain parties which
have exist.ed for a long tirne such as the Communist., Socialist. Liberal Independent
and Liberal Consti tutionat i st Parties lrith structures that are well established.
They also include certain trends and movements which took shaPe as parties within
the context of the transitionaL provisions of the Efectoral Act, which sirnplified
Che rnachiuery for forrning political parEies. ALthough all these groups rePresented
previous political. trends, their structures suffered from serious limitaLions. The
opposition coalition had to tackfe the problems of sefecting candidates at three
teveLs, of defj,ning joint progranmes, and so on. In the case of nuniciPal and
regional councils, elected for the first time by poPular vote. an effort was rnade

to present l-,79O candidates in the 130 nunicipafities and also 180 candidates for
Ehe regional councils of the Atlantic Coast, t{hich was extremely clifficult. In
vien of the tragnitude of these tasks, the fact that it was possible to esEablish a
Dational carnpaign organi4ation is indicative of the dedication of the campaign
organizeis. The lrNO strategy is structured in a rnore traditional tay than the
Front's. It has been based on a number of rallies anal marctres with the presence of
their presidentiaf c-andidates in the interior of the country, at the week ends, and
a considerable nurnber of marches and raflies on a smalL sca.Ie in districts of
Managua on weekdays. UNO sloganE emPhasize the failure of the Front to fulfil its
promises and dernand the abolition of niLitary service; more recently. they hawe
concentrated on the severe econornic problems. the lack of work and other sinilar
topics, UNO television progrannes are technically sound 4/ and one of UNO's main
slogans is to advocate freedom rather than totalitarianism. rt also uses slogans
popular in other coutexts: No pasar6n. El PuebLo unido iarn6s ser5, vencido. we

shalf overcome, etc. there i6 afso an intensive radio canpaign, The distribution
of T-shirts. hats aud other publicity materiaLs is nuch nore lirnited than that
carried out by its rnain rival. It seems unlikely that there wifl be major changes
in this carnpaign strategy except that there will be large-scale closing rneetings
before the election.

25. The other parties have made nuch less use of Public ralties- only the Social
Christian Party (PSC) appears to have used them inore or less systematicaLly. PSC
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contest. Campaign messages focused initially on discrediting the main opponent for
its ties to the former Somoza regime and to the contras and, on the positive side,
on equating an FSLN electoral victory with peace. More recently, they seem to be
emphasizing the irresponsibility of the opposition's platform and the advantages
and realism of the FSLN platform. The content of television slots and messages is
more positive and invokes life, happiness and youth. The campaign is based on such
conventional elements as rallies attended by candidates from different levels of
the party, ~/ radio and television publicity slots, mass distribution of T-shirts,
hats and other publicity items and the establishment of a wide network of campaign
offices. The number of rallies, campaign offices, radio and television slots and
T-shirts is significantly higher than for other parties. The Front's campaign has
also included, from the outset, such novel elements as the holding of
American-style public conventions and the inclusion of non-party candidates_ The
Front often takes part in country fairs, religious celebrations, etc., at which it
is usually the only pOlitical party present. There is a high degree of involvement
of party members, and this is one of the Front's main advantages. Members
volunteer their time and provide most of the premises used as campaign offices.

24. The UNO coalition has been formed recently and includes certain parties which
have existed for a long time such as the Communist, Socialist, Liberal Independent
and Liberal Constitutionalist Parties with structures that are well established.
They also include certain trends and movements which took shape as part~es within
the context of the transitional provisions of the Electoral Act, which simplified
the maChinery for forming political parties. Although all these groups represented
previous political trends, their structures suffered from serious limitations. The
opposition coalition had to tackle the problems of selecting candidates at three
levels, of defining joint programmes, and so on. In the case of municipal and
regional councils, eleqted for the first time by popular vote, an effort was made
to present 1,790 candidates in the 130 municipalities and also 180 candidates for
the regional councils of the Atlantic Coast, which was extremely difficult. In
view of the magnitUde of these tasks, the fact that it was possible to establish a
national campaign organi~ation is indicative of the dedication of the campaign
organizers 4 The UNO strategy is structured in a more traditional way than the
Front's. It has been based on a number of rallies and marches with the presence of
their presidential c~ndidates in the interior of the country, at the week ends, and
a considerable number of marches and rallies on a small scale in districts of
Managua on weekdays. UNO slogans emphasize the failure of the Front to fulfil its
promises and demand the abolition of military service; more recently, they have
concentrated on the severe economic problems, the lack of work and other similar
topics. UNO television programmes are technically sound 1/ and one of UNO's "main
slogans is to advocate freedom rather than totalitarianism. It also uses slogans
popular in other contexts: No pasaran, El pueblo unido jamas sera vencido, we
shall overcome, etc. There is also an intensive radio campaign. The distribution
of T-shirts, hats and other publicity materials is much more limited than that
carried out by its main rival. It seems unlikely that there will be major changes
in this campaign strategy except that there will be large-scale closing meetings
before the election.

254 The other parties have made much less use of public rallies. Only the Social
Christian Party (PSC) appears to have used them more or less systematically. PSC
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and the Conservative Denocratic party of Nicaragua (PCDN) have developed an
extensive radio and newspaper campaign. We night also mention Lhe Devrspaper
canpaign of the Revolutiouary unity Movement (MUR). The limited resources of the
other parties have affected the progress of their canpaigns, which are confined to
the small-Scale distribution of printed and graphic naterials. home visics.
serninars and meetings which are restricted in scope. The inauguration of campaign
offices has also provided opportunities for canvassinq. rn a.ll these cases, the
parties have rnade ma:irnurn use of the free opportunities provided by Elecciones 90
and other similar Prograflunes initiated by certain State and private radio stations.

D. Public raflies and dernons trat ions

26. As point.ed out in the previous paragraph. public rallies and demonstrations
have been one of the mo6t important conponents of the campaign straLegies of the
nain cont.ending parties. ft is only recently that the parties have begun to use
these pub]ic platfortns to present their programmes. During a large part of the
initial phases of the canpaign, most of the speeches consisted of harangues and
attacks on opponents. As a re€uft. national newspaper coverage is based, not so
rnuch on the nessage conveyed, as on the nunber of participants and their
enthusiasm, on photographs and, of course. on any element of intinidation or
violence that may exist. 5/ In the case of the international press, the bias is
much more markedt practically the whole of the coverage of public rallies in
Nicaragua is limited to those in r,rhi ch there are acts of violence, with a marked
Preference for rallies in vrhich there are victins or which happen to be obserwecl by
groups of for€ign visitors,

27. This slanted coverage results in the forrnation of a distortecl picture of
reality in at least trro aspects. The first is the proportion of cases in which
acts of violence or i.ntimidation have been verified. The second is the actuaf
participation of observers or visitors in this kind of ralLy. The table below
contains information on che nwnber of public rallies herd by each party from the
beginning of the electoral canpaign, on the acts of violence or intinidation
occurring at them and oD Che presence of observers or visitors.
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and the Conservative Democratic Party of Nicaragua (PCDN) have developed an
extensive radio and newspaper campaign. We might also mention the newspaper
campaign of the Revolutionary Unity Movement (MUR). The limited resources of the
other parties have affected the progress of their campaigns, which are confined to
the small-scale distribution of printed and graphic materials, home visits,
seminars and meetings which are restricted in scope. The inauguration of campaign
offices has also provided opportunities for canvassing. In all these cases, the
parties have made maximum use of the free opportunities provided by Elecciones 90
and other similar programmes initiated by certain State and private radio stations.

D. Public rallies and demonstra~iQns

26. As pointed out in the previous paragraph, public rallies and demonstrations
have been one of the most important components of the campaign strategies of the
main contending parties. It is only recently that the parties have begun to use
these public platforms to present their programmes. During a large part of the
initial phases of the campaign, most of the speeches consisted of harangues and
attacks on opponent~* As a re?ult, national newspaper coverage is based, not so
much on the message conveyed, as on the number of participants and their
enthusiasm, on photographs and, of courser on any element of intimidation or
violence that may exist4 ~I In the case of the international press, the bias is
much more marked: practically the whole of the coverage of public rallies in
Nicaragua is limited to those in which there are acts of violencer with a marked
preference for rallies in which there are victims or which happen to be observed by
groups of foreign visitors.

27. This slanted coverage results in the formation of a distorted picture of
reality in at least two aspects. The first is the proportion of cases in which
acts of violence or intimidation have been verified. The second is the actual
participation of observers or visitors in this kind of rally. The table below
contains information on the number of pUblic rallies held by each party from the
beginning of the electoral campaign, on the acts of violence or intimidation
occurring at them and on the presence of observers or visitors.
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Table - Dernonstrations and rallies siaqe Lhe beoinnincr olElre
electoral camDaicn

Party
Nrutlber
r all ies

Rallies ttith
of episodes of
a/ najor violence b/

RaLlies with
episodes of

minor violence
Observers present e/
ONUVEN OAS

FSLN 148

94

L2

IJNO

Othe rs

74

66

52

80

11

254 14 3 140

Notes:

a/ The table is limiteat to rallies vrhich, because of their imPortance. were
nentioned in the Press. To these have been added rallies which' although not
nentioned in the Press, were observed by members of the Mission. Smafl local
ratLies are not incluated and therefore the ProPortion of iacidents in the real
totaL of raflies is overestimated. FSLN held 203 rallies not rePorted in the press.

b/ Episodes of najor violence are corsidered to be those in which there were
deaths or injuries requiring hospitali zation, and episodes of ninor violence as the
remaining cases of injuries or int.imidation of the participants' exchange of
insult6 or disputes, etc. Six of the case6 included in the table as rninor episodes
relate to this la6t group.

9/ In 6ome of the rallies observers frorn other organizations vtele Presenl.
These include the Center for Democracy, Present at four raLties. including
Masatepe; the Carter Center. International Ecumenical Observers and Hemisphere
Initiatives/LASA.

28. The data given in the table suggest a Picture that i6 different from ttle one
{hich emerges from the nerrspaper reportsr the ProPortion of ralties by UNO at
which incidents - very ninor - occurred is 8'5 Per cent of the total and onLy one -
Masatepe - gave rise to serious incialenbs. Observers were Present at most of
thern, The occurrence of acts of viofence over the period under review Presents
cyclical feat.ures. During the period of voter registration everybhing was

conpletely nornal. In the first two neeks of Novernber there were some incidents
which. after a brief period of calm, broke out again at the beginninq of December-
These culninated in the events at' Masalepe where the most violent acts of the whole
campaign occurred.

10
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Table - Demonstrations and rallies since the beginning of the
electoral campaign

Rallies with Rallies with
Nwnber of episodes of episodes of Observers present ~c/

Party rallies gl major violence 121 minor violence ONUVEN OAS

FSLN 148 2 52 74

UNO 94 1 8 80 66

Others 12 11

TOTAL 254 1 10 143 140

Notes:

g/ The table is limited to rallies which, because of their importance, were
mentioned in the press. To these have been added rallies which, although not
mentioned in the press, were observed by members of the Mission. Small local
rallies are not included and therefore the proportion of incidents in the real
total of rallies is overestimated. FSLN held 203 rallies not reported in the press.

QI Episodes of major violence are considered to be those in which there were
deaths or injuries requiring hospitalization, and episodes of minor violence as the
rema~n~ng cases of injuries or intimidation of the participants, exchange of
insults or disputes, etc. Six of the cases included in the table as minor episodes
relate to this last group.

gl In some of the rallies observers from other organizations were present.
These include the Center for Democracy, present at four rallies, including
Masatepe; the Carter Cent~r, International Ecumenical Observers and Hemisphere
Initiatives/LASA.

28. The data given in the table suggest a picture that is different from the one
which emerges from the newspaper reports: the proportion of rallies by UNO at
which incidents - very minor - occurred is 8.5 per cent of the total and only one 
Masatepe - gave rise to serious incidents. Observers were present at most of
them. The occurrence of acts of violence over the period under review presents
cyclical features. During the period of voter registration everything was
completely normal. In the first two weeks of November there were some incidents
which, after a brief period of calm, broke out again at the beginning of December.
These culminated in the events at Masatepe where the most violent acts of the .whole
campaign occurred.
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29, The events of l0 December in Masatepe seized the attention of afl the
participants in the electoraf process and made the search for solutions alf the
more urgent. On I Decenber CSE conveDed a neeting of al1 the parties to discuss
the subject of violence and to reach agreements similar to those that had been
drawn up in a number of regions. FSLN put fotwald a proposal which reiterated the
support of tbe parties for the agreements reached by the Central Anerican
Presidents in the meeting at san rsidro de coronado (A,/44/Bi2-s/zL0r9) and for the
demobilization of the Nicaraguan resistance, lhe adoption of the undertaking to
respect the principles of the Code of ELectoraf Ethics and a request to government
authorities ,to emphasiz€ equitable newspaper coverage and the access of all parties
to nedia owned by the State. Since the neeting vras urgently conwened, the
representatives of the parties were not prepared for the discussion and they had to
consult. their superiors before adopting the undertakiugs that had been proposed.
Ten days later, folLowing the events at Masatepe, CSE again convened aD urgent
meeting of the parties in which FSLN reiteraeed its proposal. wiLh ninor
adjustnents. The fegal representative of UNO expressed his approvaf subject to an
uDdertaking by FSIN that it woutd be effectivety carriect out. To this the
rePresentatives of FSLN agreed. There followed a break in the discussions during
which the party Leaders could anaLyse the sulject and nake proposals, t^Ihen the
discussion resuned, IrNO presented a nel{ docunent hich endorsed some of the
proposaLs made by FSIN. It added a long list of suggestions that were not. retated
to the subject of electoral violence. It mentioned the release of the 39 forner
Sonoza guards who were still being detained and numerous details concerning the
procedures to be adopted on the day of the elections. After a recess, the
discussions were concLuded and the eight parties present signed a brief document
coDtaining a strong appeal for tolerance and rnoderation and expressing support for
denobitization. Two days later UNO pubtished a communiqu6 in which it expressed
its approval of the appeaf for a cessation of viotence i.ncluded in Lhe aqreemenE
signed by the other parties.

30. Since the incidents at Masatepe and up to 25 January, about 220 public
demonstrations have baken place without the occurrence of any significant acts of
viotence. 6/ Tile presence of the police with the prior knowledge of the organizers
constiluted a positive factor. The major demonstrations at leasL were attended by
senior officials (in sone case6 the vice-Minister of the rnterior himself) so as to
ensure that there rrere no hasty reactions from off icia.Is of lower rank. The
reaction of the parties was generally favourable, although some of the candidates
strongly criticized the presence of the police, 1/ .f.hict. brought- about some tense
situations. Although there will probably be isolated and minor incidents in the
future, the subject of violence in public denonstrations cloes not appear today to
be cause for conce rrx.
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29. The events of 10 December in Masatepe seized the attention of all the
participants in the electoral process and made the search for solutions all the
more urgent. On 1 December CSE convened a meeting of all the parties to discuss
the subject of violence and to reach agreements similar to those that had been
drawn up in a number of regions. FSLN put forward a proposal which reiterated the
support of the parties for the agreements reached by the Central American
Presidents in the meeting at San Isidro de Coronado (A/44/872-S/210l9) and for the
demobilization of the Nicaraguan resistance, the adoption of the undertaking to
respect the principles of the Code of Electoral Ethics and a request to government
authorities ,to emphasize equitable newspaper coverage and the access of all parties
to media owned by the State. Since the meeting was urgently convened, the
representatives of the parties were not prepared for the discussion and they had to
consult their superiors before adopting the undertakings that had been proposed.
Ten days later, following the events at Masatepe, CSE again convened an urgent
meeting of the parties in which FSLN reiterated its proposal, with minor
adjustments. The legal representative of UNO expressed his approval sUbject to an
undertaking by FSLN that it would be effectively carried out. To this the
representatives of FSLN agreed. There followed a break in the discussions during
which the party leaders could analyse the subject and make proposals. When the
discussion resumed, UNO presented a new document which endorsed some of the
proposals made by FSLN. It added a long list of suggestions that were not related
to the subject of electoral violence. It mentioned the release of the 39 former
Somoza guards who were still being detained and numerous details concerning the
procedures to be adopted on the day of the elections. After a recess, the
discussions were concluded and the eight parties present signed a brief document
containing a strong appeal for tolerance and moderation and expressing support for
demobilization. Two days later UNO published a communique in which it expressed
its approval of the appeal for a cessation of violence included in the agreement
signed by the other parties.

30. Since the incidents at Masatepe and up to 25 January, about 220 public
demonstrations have taken place without the occurrence of any significant acts of
violence. Q/ The presence of the police with the prior knowledge of the organizers
constituted a positive factor. The major demonstrations at least were attended by
senior officials (in some cases the Vice-Minister of the Interior himself) so as to
ensure that there were no hasty reactions from officials of lower rank. The
reaction of the parties was generally favourable, although some of the candidates
strongly criticized the presence of the police, 2/ which brought about some tense
situations. Although there will probably be isolated and minor incidents in the
future, the subject of violence in public demonstrations does not appear today to
be cause for concern.
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E. Special characteristics of the Atfantic Coas!

31. Before considering efectoral campaign developments and any irregularities
observed during the canpaign, reference shouLd be made Lo some specific
characteristics of the At.lantic coast $rhich make it different from the rest of che

country. The area in quest.ion is extensive anal sParsely poPulated' Its
participation in the econony is narginal, basically consisting in fishing'
Liveseock raising and declining rnining activity in the north-east of Region vrr'
However, the most distinctive feature of the North Atlantic Autonomous Regions and

the south AtlaDtic AutoDoflrous Regions is their ethnic diversity: Miskito Indians,
I{ho are the predorninant ethnic grouP, and Suno rndians. 8/ as well as rnestizos'
Ladinos and crio1los. The ietationshiP between these grouPs and the Central
Goverlxnent ("the spaniards", as they are ca1led locally) has traditionally been

ttifficult and characterized by conflict, and the Atlantic Coast r^'as the scene of
major clashes involving grouPs of Miskito origin. The conflict situation and

pressures f,or regional autonomy 1ed to the recent apProval of a sLatute for
regional autoDomy, atith the result that no elections to municiPal councils are
being heltt in the region but, rather, to the autonomous regional councils Provided
for under that law. The region has no tradition of organization along party lines,
and in fact FSIN is the only party established in the Atlantic Coast. Precisely
because of the disi.DclinatioD of the PoPulation of the Atfantic coast to form
political parties, the Electoral AcL provided the Possibility fo!: candidates to be

put forward by PoPular Petition associations. information on vthich was given in
previous reports. For the forthcorning elections, one association. Yatama, has been
set up, which is presenting its own candidates for efection to the autonomous
regional councifs. Lastly, attenLion shoufd be drawn to the poPulation's 1ow 1evel
of involvernent in lhe nationa] elections. which they see almosE as something that
doe6 not concern them by contrast with the importance attached to the el€ctions to
Che autonomous regional councils.

MiLitarv aclion

32, The main difference between the regions is in the levef of violence there,
One of the main cornponents of this violence is nilitary clashes with the Nicaraguan
resistaace. The map in annex III sholts the geographical distribution of acts of
viol.ence recorded in November and December, and their concentration in Regions I' V

and vr is ctear. FSIN, whose candidates and leaders have been the tarqets of such
aEtacks, attributes them either direct.ly or indirectly to uNo and is usirrg Lhen as

part of its election campaign, arguing that UNO has been somewhaL reluctant to
condernn the incidents outright and that its leadership includes former leaders of
the Nicaraguan resistance. It seems cfear, however, that the oPposition coal-ition
has nothing to gain electorally fron such incidents and the mere fact t-hat it
shares the sane opponent with Che Nicaraguan resistance does nol- automaticaLly mean

that iL shares responsibility for what they do. The leaalers of t-he Nicaraguan
resistance. for their part, have denied any involvement in the inciderrt-s, insisting
that their soldiers have orders not to initiate offensive nilit.ary action. It has
generally been argued that many of these incidents can be attributed Lo Nicaraguan
resistauce groups acting on thei! own and without supervision from above-
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E. Special characteristics of the Atlantic Coast

31. Before considering electoral campaign developments and any irregularities
observed during the campaign, reference should be made to some specific
characteristics of the Atlantic Coast which make it different from the rest of the
country. The area in question is extensive and sparsely populated. Its
participation in the economy is marginal, basically consisting in fishing,
livestock raising and deClining mining activity in the north-east of Region VII.
However, the most distinctive feature of the North Atlantic Autonomous Regions and
the South Atlantic Autonomous Regions is their ethnic diversity: Miskito Indians,
who are the predominant ethnic group, and Swno Indians, ..6./ as well as mestizos,
Ladinos and criollos. The relationship between these groups and the Central
Government ("the Spaniards", as they are called locally) has traditional~y been
difficult and characterized by conflict, and the Atlantic Coast was the scene of
major clashes involving groups of Miskito origin. The conflict situation and
pressures for regional autonomy led to the recent approval of a statute for
regional autonomy, with the result that no elections to municipal councils are
being held in the region but, rather, to the autonomous regional councils provided
for under that law. The region has no tradition of organization along party lines,
and in fact FSLN is the only party established in the Atlantic Coast. Precisely
because of the disinclination of the population of the Atlantic Coast to form
political parties, the Electoral Act provided the possihility for candi~ates to be
put forward by popular petition associations, information on which was given in
previous reports. For the forthcoming elections, one association, Yatama, has been
set up, which is presenting its own candidates for election to the autonomous
regional councils. Lastly, attention should be drawn to the population's low level
of involvement in the national elections, which they see almost as something that
does not concern them by contrast with the importance attached to the elections to
the autonomous regional councils.

F. Military action

32. The main difference between the regions is in the level of violence there.
One of the main components of this violence is military clashes with the Nicaraguan
resistance. The map in annex III shows the geographical distribution of acts of
violence recorded in November and December, and their concentration in Regions I, V
and VI is clear. FSLN, whose candidates and leaders have been the targets of such
attacks, attributes them either directly or indirectly to UNO and is using t~em as
part of its election campaign, arguing that UNO has been somewhat reluctant to
condemn the incidents outright and that its leadership includes former leaders of
the Nicaraguan resistance. It seems clear, however~ that the opposition coalition
has nothing to gain electorally from such incidents and the mere fact that it
shares the same opponent with the Nicaraguan resistance does not automatically mean
that it shares responsibility for what they do. The leaders of the Nicaraguan
resistance, for their part, have denied any involvement in the incidents~ insisting
that their soldiers have orders not to initiate offensive military action. It has
generally been argued that many of these incidents can be attributed to Nicaraguan
resistance groups acting on their own and without supervision from above.
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33' Houever, even if ttrose responsibre for such act.s of violence are not involvedin the electoral contest, their actions have ttte definite effect of intimidating
party nenbers and candidates in regions where the Ni.caraguan resistance is most
active and thus have an adverse effect on the electorar process. The considerable
n'nber of victims of such actious naturally increases the r.ever of intinidation.
Many of the conplaints lodged by FSLN also refer to other acts of intimidation by
members of the Nicaraguan resistance which. even if they alo not cause injury, are
designed to coerce the peasant poputation into voting for tle opposition
coalition. The fact that such pressures have not had more impacl itt term6 of the
with'alrartal of FSLN candidates can be at.tribut.ed to the cotresion anong FSLI{ members.
which is greater in conflict areas.

G. Other acts of intimidation

34. The main characcerist.ic of the period covered by this report was the massive
increase in compLaints of acts of intirnidat.ion, threats, harassrnent. attacks on and
arrest.s bf candidaees, JRV menbers, potl_ratchers and even voters. This is true
both of conplaints lodged by FSLN and conplaints lodged by the opposition.particularly uNO, although the type of intinidation reported varies according tothe complaiDant. Most FSLN complaint.s concer! activities attributed to the
Nicaraguan resistance and were commented on in the preceding paragraph. Conpfaints
by tbe opposition usually refer to threats of physical .gqr""iioo, loss of
employnent, damage to property, threatening fetters or telephone calls. etc, Oneparticularly important category of acts of intimittation relates to withdrawals bycandidates for elective office, lrhich the opposition coarition maintains are due
rnainly to pressures ererted on the candidates in guestion. PSIN, for its part, ha6
used these lrithdrawals and sone of the letters expr"aining them as a focus of it.s
canpaign, in an attempt to reinforce the negative image which it i6 trying cocreate of its main opponeat.

35. of the candidates for regional. and nunicipar councils. 3s4 withdrew or were
removed for various reasons fron the tist.s originalry submitted by political
Parties and 51 were replaced. as can be seen from the figures in innex f, Althoughthe numbers appear significant in absolute terns, it nust be borne in nind thatthey account for ju6t 5.7 per cent of all candidates originally presented by theparties. If we coDsider only those candidabes who askecl lo be removed frorn thelists, we arrive at a figure of s3 (2.5 per cent of a1r. candidates). slightfy overhalf of whon (79) are IJNO candidates aqd almost. a quarter of whom (34) arecandidates of the social christia! Alliance (Asc). Because of this marked
colcentration, ]re shall focus on these two cases, particularly that of UNO. Theinpact of the withdrar'rars on the actuar elections is insignificant, for many of thecandidates who vrithdrow were alternates or stood very Little chance of beingelected. There is little likerihooar that the wiLhdrawals vri1l affect the part-ies,possibiLities of represent.ation if they obtain a majority of the popufar vote. Weshal1 focus therefore on the reasons for the rrithdrawals, in particular thepossible relationship between withdrawals and acts of iutirnidation. and on theirpsychological inpacE on other participants iu the electoral process.
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33~ However, even if those responsible for such acts of violence are not involved
in the electoral contest, their actions have the definite effect of intimidating
party members and candidates in regions where the Nicaraguan resistance is most
active and thus have an adverse effect on the electoral process. The considerable
number of victims of such actions naturally increases the level of intimidation.
Many of the complaints lodged by FSLN also refer to other acts of intimidation by
members of the Nicaraguan resistance which, even if they do not cause injury, are
designed to coerce the peasant population into voting for the opposition
coalition. The fact that such pressures have not had more impact in terms of the
withdrawal of FSLN candidates can be attributed to the cohesion among FSLN members,
which is greater in conflict areas.

G. Other acts of intimidatio~

34. The main characteristic of the period covered by this report was the massive
increase in complaints of acts of intimidation, threats, harassment, attacks on and
arrests of candidates, JRV members, poll-watchers and even voters. This is true
both of complaints lodged by FSLN and complaints lodged by the opposition,
particularly UNO, although the type of intimidation reported varies according to
the complainant. Most FSLN complaints concern activities attributed to the
Nicaraguan resistance and were commented on in the preceding paragraph. Complaints
by the opposition usually refer to threats of physical aggression, loss of
employment, damage to property, threatening letters or telephone calls, etc. One
particularly important category of acts of intimidation relates to withdrawals by
candidates for elective office, which the opposition coalition maintains are due
mainly to pressures exerted on the candidates in question. FSLN, for its part, has
used these withdrawals and some of the letters explaining them as a focus of its
campaign, in an attempt to reinforce the negative image which it is trying to
create of its main opponent.

35. Of the candidates for regional and municipal councilS, 354 withdrew or were
removed for various reasons from the lists originally submitted by political
parties and 51 were replaced, as can be seen from the figures in annex I. Although
the numbers appear significant in absolute terms, it must be borne in mind that
they account for just 5e7 per cent of all candidates originally presented by the
parties. If we consider only those candidates who asked to be removed from the
lists, we arrive at a figure of 53 (2.5 per cent of all candidates), slightly over
half of whom (79) are UNO candidates and almost a quarter of whom (34) are
candidates of the Social Christian Alliance (ASC). Because of this marked
concentration, we shall focus on these two cases, particularly that of UNO. The
impact of the withdrawals on the actual elections is insignificant, for many of the
candidates who withdrew were alternates or stood very little chance of being
elected. There is little likelihood that the withdrawals will affect the parties'
possibilities of representation if they obtain a majority of the popUlar vote. We
shall focus therefore on the reasons for the withdrawals, in particular the
possible relationship between withdrawals and acts of intimidation, and on their
psychological impact on other participants in the electoral process.
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36, During the second haLf of Decembe! and the first half of January' ONUVEN

conducted i number of interviews with candidates who had vrithdrawn' 9/ with leaders
of their parties, and with other key people' Although a large nu$ber of interviews
!|ere conducted, it would be a misLake to try to tabulate the results' given the
difficulty of establishing clear categories in sorne situations ancl the varying
degrees of reliability of the inforrnation provided in others' !0/ A careful
r"aaitrg of the inforrnation obtained fron the inberviews suggests Lhe existence of
three main withdrawal scenarios, however.

3'l . In the first scenario, the reasoDs for withdral.'al are normal in a political
situation as cotnplex as that in Nicaragua and do not rnake the elecLoral Process any

less genuine. This category includes a whole range of situations' such as the
nonination of candidates without consulting them first, unfulfilted expectations of
financial gain, internal conflicts among the local leadershiP, Political and

ideofogical differences. etc. Most withdrawals from the non-UNo opposition parties
antl roughJ.y a third of those fron the oPPosition coalition would seem to befong in
this category.

38. In ttre Eecond, somewhat less preva.lent, scenario. ninor pressures combineil
nith a 1ow LeveL of conmitjneDt on the part of Lhe candidates nrtro withdreu' Even in
the grey area between persuasion and intimidation' there are cases !'here veiled
insinuations were rnade which did not really amount- to threats or. more Often. cases

where financial promises were nade. The fact that these situations arose was clue

in part to the ttifficufty of noninating a very farge nunber of candidat'es at- a tine
when the opposition coalition was stifl in the Process of forrnation' This led to
the seleceion of candidates who ttere only marginally involved with the opposition
and even, i! one extrene case, the inctusion of FSLN mernbers on the UNO list of
candidates.

39. The third and last scenario involves cases in r.thich there is significant
evidence of intinidation. we sha1l not deal here with intinidation of FSLN menbers

by menbers of the Nicaraguan lesiseance, since that was dealt with in
paragraph 33. In the case of UNO, nost cornplaints concern areas where there have

been, and continue to be, high levels of military activity' and often incrude
long-standing personal feuds. In the cases rePorted, Pxessules range fron damage

to property (homes, cars. eEc.) to death threats. ConPlaints usuafly involve
members of the stabe secufity Department, either individual.Iy or collectively. The

geographical distribution of such cases and the different forrns they Lake do not so

much suggest that these are ce4trall.y planned acts of intimidation as thaL they are
the work of party menbers who ehink they are helPing their Party by such
reprehensible acts. This is none the less a serious Problen and the Persistence of
such incidents could underrnine the credibility of the electoral process' The

nature of the Pressures and the virtual imPossibility of gathering sufficient
evideuce to bring legal actiolx in such cases fiean that Lhe best hope of elirninating
them would be for the rufiDg PartY to put constaDt pressure on its members and to
emphasiEe the danage which such attitudes alo to the Party. This was one of the
main requests bhat Mr. Richaralson put to President ortega in his conversation with
him as candidate of the ruling party, and the President pledged his best efforts to
that end.
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36. During the second half of December and the first half of January, ONUVEN
conducted a number of interviews with candidates who had withdrawn,~/ with leaders
of their parties, and with other key people. Although a large number of interviews
were conducted, it would be a mistake to try to tabulate the results, given the
difficulty of establishing clear categories in some situations and the varying
degrees of reliability of the information provided in others~ 101 A careful
reading of the information obtained from the interviews suggests the existence of
three main withdrawal scenarios, however.

37. In the first scenario, the reasons for withdrawal are normal in a political
situation as complex as that in Nicaragua and do not make the electoral process any
less genuine. This category includes a whole range of situations, such as the
nomination of candidates without consulting them first, unfulfilled expectations of
financial gain, internal conflicts among the local leadership, political and
ideological differences, etc. Most withdrawals from the non-UNO opposition parties
and roughly a third of those from the opposition coalition would seem to belong in
this category.

38. In the second, somewhat less prevalent, scenario, minor pressures combined
with a low level of commitment on the part of the candidates who withdrew. Even in
the grey area between persuasion and intimidation, there are cases where veiled
insinuations were made which did not really amount to threats or, more pften, cases
where financial promises were made. The fact that these situations arose was due
in part to the difficulty of nominating a very large number of candidates at a time
when the opposition coalition was still in the process of formation. This led to
the selection of candidates who were only marginally involved with the opposition
and even, in one extreme case, the inclusion of FSLN members on the UNO list of
candidates.

39. The third and last scenario involves cases in which there is significant
evidence of intimidation. We shall not deal here with intimidation of FSLN members
by members of the Nicaraguan resistance, since that was dealt with in
paragraph 33~ In the case of UNO, most complaints concern areas where there have
been, and continue to be, high levels of military activity, and often include
long-standing personal feuds. In the cases reported, pressures range from damage
to property (homes, cars, etc.) to death threats. Complaints usually involve
members of the State Security Department, either individually or collectively. The
geographical distribution of such cases and the different forms they take do not so
much suggest that these are centrally planned acts of intimidation as that t~ey are
the work of party members who think they are helping their party by such
reprehensible acts. This is none the less a serious problem and the persistence of
such incidents could undermine the credibility of the electoral process. The
nature of the pressures and the virtual impossibility of gathering sufficient
evidence to bring legal action in such cases mean that the best hope of eliminating
them would be for the ruling party to put constant pressure on its members and to
emphasize the damage which such attitudes do to the party. This was one of the
main requests that Mr~ Rlchardson put to President Ortega in his conversation ~ith

him as candidate of the ruling party, and the President pledged his best efforts to
that end.
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40. There is a second aspect of the situation which seerns Particulally dangerous.
Fron the standpoint of the conduct of the eLectoral Process' the large number and

even the seriousness of such acts of intirnidation is only ParL oI the Problen. The

fact that they have begun to occupy a prorninent place in the canPaign is changing
the way in which the tatter is being conducted. candidaLes refer to intimidation
more often in their Public sPeeches' The opposition press refer to it constantly
and it is not always easy for the reading public to distinguish betvteen refererces
to real acts of intinidation, which amount to a restricLion on freedorn of
expression. and references to lawful action by the authorities irlvolving Political
figures. At this point, clairns of intimidation may, like other carnpaign issues,
come to fof,m part of the electoral cofllest. In an election canpaign in which each
side is rnaking every effort to discredit the other. nutual allegations of
intimidation are taking up far more space than discussion of the contestants'
platforms. The risk inhdrett in such an attituate is tl'ofoldl on the one hand,
these constant references to attacks and intimidation can thenselves become an

incitenent bo violence and' on the other. they rnay becone a seff-fulfilfing
prophecy and trigger withdrawals by candidates, JRv rnembers or Pofl-watchers whose

perception of reality is coloured by these exaggerated nessages'

Abuse of State propertY

41. Tbe use of trucks with officiat licence pfates continues to be observed at
rsIJ[ ralties, The opposit.ion does not usually lodge sPecific complaints, I'hich in
this case would be particularly easy to back up with photograpbs or sinilar 

,

evidence. Conplaints abouL chis Practice come under the general heading of
complaints about abuse of State-ownetl proPerEy. FSLN maiutains that in most cases
the vehicles are rented fron one of the public enterPrises inwolved in such
activities and that, in sone other cases, Public sector trade unionistls use the
vehicles and it is not easy Co monitor Ehern. ft Points out that these vehicfes can

also be rented by the opposition, and the Ministry of TransPort has issued a
comnuniqu6 to that effect. The opposition says thae in Practice it is not easy to
gain access to such vebicles and that even private transPort operators which would
be prepared to rent out their vehicles for opposition rallies are undef pressure
not to do so.

42. A second area in {hich abuse of State-owned property has been observed is the
existence of paintiDgs or murals on the outside or insicle of Public builctings.
ONIIVEN has chosen to concentrate on these cases and not to treah as unlawflrl
sLogans painted on such pubJ.ic property as retaining rralls, pavenellts' lamP Posts.
etc., giveD the Practical impossibility of monitoring the painting of slogans an
6uch property. As before, elecLion- related nurals. Posters and stogans aie still
to be found in public buildiDgs, especially in the fegions. notwi ths tancl ing precise
i.nstructiors issued in that conaection by CSE'

43. During his tneeting with the Presidert of the RePublic, the Personal
Representative of the SecreEary-General expressed concern at these problems and the
President plealgeal his personal suPport for efforts to solve and correct any
remainiug shortcomings. ONWEN has also asked politicaf parties to rnake sPecific
complaints. where aPProPriate, about abuses in the areas mentioned'
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40. There is a second aspect of the situation which seems particularly dangerous.
From the standpoint of the conduct of the electoral process, the large number and
even the seriousness of such acts of intimidation is only part of the problem. The
fact that they have begun to occupy a prominent place in the campaign is changing
the way in which the latter is being conducted. Candidates refer to intimidation
more often in their public speeches. The opposition press refer to it constantly
and it is not always easy for the reading public to distinguish between references
to real acts of intimidation, which amount to a restriction on freedom of
expression, and references to lawful action by the authorities involving political
figures. At this point, claims of intimidation may, like other campaign issues,
come to form part of the electoral contest. In an election campaign in which each
side is making every effort to discredit the other, mutual allegations of
intimidation are taking up far more space than discussion of the contestants'
platforms. The risk inherent in such an attitude is twofold: on the one hand,
these constant references to attacks and intimidation can themselves become an
incitement to violence and, on the other, they may become a self-fulfilling
prophecy and trigger withdrawals by candidates, JRV members or pall-watchers whose
perception of reality is coloured by these exaggerated messages.

H. Abuse of State property

41. The use of trucks with official licence plates continues to be observed at
FSLN rallies. The opposition does not usually lodge specific complaints, which in
this case would be particularly easy to back up with photographs or similar
evidence. Complaints about this practice come under the general heading of
complaints about abuse of State-owned property. FSLN maintains that in most cases
the vehicles are rented from one of the public enterprises involved in such
activities and that, in some other cases, public sector trade unionists use the
vehicles and it is not easy to monitor them. It points out that these vehicles can
also be rented by the opposition, and the Ministry of Transport has issued a
communique to that effect. The opposition says that in practice it is not easy to
gain access to such vehicles and that even private transport operators which would
be prepared to rent out their vehicles for opposition rallies are under pressure
not to do so.

42. A second area in which abuse of State-owned property has been observed is the
existence of paintings or murals on the outside or inside of public buildings.
ONUVEN has chosen to concentrate on these cases and not to treat as unlawful
slogans painted on such public property as retaining walls, pavements, lamp posts,
etc., given the practical impossibility of monitoring the painting of slogans on
such property. As before, election-related murals, posters and slogans are still
to be found in public buildings, especially in the regions, notwithstanding precise
instructions issued in that connection by CSE.

43. During his meeting with the President of the Republic, the Personal
Representative of the Secretary-General expressed concern at these problems and the
President pledged his personal support for efforts to solve and correct any
remaining shortcomings. ONUVEN has also asked political parties to make specific
complaints, where appropriate, about abuses in the areas mentioned.
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THE ELECTORAL CAMPATGN IN THE MASS MEDIA

44. The bias observed in the mass nedia constituted a serious concern in the
init.ial periods of the electoral canpaign. The second report of ONUVEN (A/44l834)
severely criticized the violence and Che lack of impartiaLity of the reports
transrnitted both by the state and private rnedia. rt/ During the tirne that has
elapsed since then, considerabl.e progress has been nade, although sorne problerns
still remain. These wi]l be deal.t nith in the following paragraphs when the
situation of the dif,ferent media will be coosidered. They were <liscussed at the
neeting between Mr. Richardson and president Ortega.

45. At the beginning of the electoral canpaign the teans engaged in nonitoring and
anarysing the comtnuDicatio! nedia were reinforced. At the moment- six persons in
Managua are engaged in thi.s task. The regions have been providecl with tlre
equiPnent necessary to record samples of polibical broadcasts from local stations
and training has been given to the personnel cotrcerned so thah they can ara]yse the
contents of the inforftation gathered. So far, in its archives, ONUVEN has
assenbled 232 hours of televised broadcasts aad 210 hours of radio broadcasrs
containiDg news and poriticaf progranmes, pubticity spots and other relevant
maberial.

The preseat tel.evisiop situation

46. During the period under review there have not been any significant changes in
the tel'evision progratnrning. chauel 6 is continuing the programne entitled
Elecciones 90, rrich a new fornat from 6 to 7 p.m. and daity since 12 January.
Noticiero sardipista is t.raDsnitted daily by both channels from B to 8.30 p.m. and
receatly this ha6 been extended to 8.40 p.n. The paid time stots established by
the Electoral Law (3 L/2 hours per day per party) are transmitted by channet 6
after 9 p,m, Outside of this tinetable there is free contracting. as on
Chalnel 2. The parties are making very limited use of the tine provided for uncler
the La*,' rndeed, during the week of 16 to 23 January only rsLN and psc made full
use of their tine. uNo and pcDN u6ed about seven ninutes each. For its part. the
opposition coatitioD has decided to transnit its Nobiciero rndependiente - which
gives the uNo viewpoint - for 10 rninutes three t.imes a areek on channel 2 where the
rates are substantialLy lower.

47. Noticiero sandinista, whose considerable bias was criticizecr in the second
report of ONWEN (A/44l834), has substantially irnproved the atlotnent of its Cime.
A comparison of a random sample of broadcasts in the months of October and January
lndicate that a number of changes have takel ptace. First. rSLN begins to appear
a6 a parEy aad as an electoral contender instead of reflect.ing il-s activities
through reports dealing essentia]ly with governmental questions. The tine devoted
to the opposition coalition increased in January and it is now equal to that
alfotted to FSLN and the cornments dealing with GoverruneDt topics have decreased
significantly. The anount of tine al.lotted to the non-uNo opposition is stitl
small and occupies scarcely 3 per cent of the total Noticiero Sandinista.
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v. THE ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN IN THE MASS MEDIA

44. The bias observed in the mass media constituted a serious concern in the
initial periods of the electoral campaign. The second report of ONUVEN (A/44/834)
severely criticized the violence and the lack of impartiality of the reports
transmitted both by the State and private media. ~I During the time that has
elapsed since then, considerable progress has been made, although some problems
still remain. These will be dealt with in the following paragraphs when the
situation of the different media will be considered. They were discussed at the
meeting between Mr~ Richardson and President Ortega.

45. At the beginning of the electoral campaign the teams engaged in monitoring and
analysing the communication media were reinforced. At the moment six persons in
Managua are engaged in this task. The regions have been provided with the
equipment necessary to record samples of political broadcasts from local stations
and training has been given to the personnel concerned so that they can analyse the
contents of the information gathered. So far, in its archives, ONUVEN has
assembled 232 hours of televised broadcasts and 210 hours of radio broadcasts
containing news and political programmes, pUblicity spots and other relevant
material.

The present television situation

46. During the period under review there have not been any significant changes in
the television programming. Channel 6 is continuing the programme entitled
Elecciones 90, with a new format from 6 to 7 p.m. and daily since 12 January.
Noticiero Sandinista i~ transmitted daily by both channels from 8 to 8.30 p.m. and
recently this has been extended to 8.40 p.m. The paid time slots established by
the Electoral Law (3 1/2 hours per day per party) are transmitted by Channel 6
after 9 p.ro. Outside of this timetable there is free contracting, as on
Channel 2. The parties are making very limited use of the time provided for under
the law. Indeed, during the week of 16 to 23 January only FSLN and PSC made full
use of their time. UNO and PCDN used about seven minutes each. For its part, the
opposition coalition has decided to transmit its Noticiero Independiente - which
gives the UNO viewpoint - for 10 minutes three times a week on Channel 2 where the
rates are substantially lower.

47. Noticiero Sandinista, whose considerable bias was criticized in the second
report of ONUVEN (A/44/834), has substantially improved the allotment of its time.
A comparison of a random sample of broadcasts in the months of October and January
indicate that a number of changes have taken place. First, FSLN begins to appear
as a party and as an electoral contender instead of reflecting its activities
through reports dealing essentially with governmental questions. The time devoted
to the opposition coalition increased in January and it is now equal to that
allotted to FSLN and the comments dealing with Government topics have decreased
significantly. The amount of time allotted to the non-UNO opposition is still
small and occupies scarcely 3 per cent of the total Noticiero Sandinistq .
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Averaqe times in

FSLN ,.
uNo .,.
Ottrer opposition partie s

Governmental activities
Other subjects ... ..

October -:89

2' 02"

1' 08"

2' 11'

5' 09'
19' 30'

January 9Q

3'

3',

0'
I'

]B'

42"

54"

59"

08"

19"

Source: Prepared by ONWEN on the basis of a programrne sonple'

48. The main television Proqramme forming Part of the e]ectoral coverage'
Elecciones 90, not only has increasetl in frequency but also has substantialfy
improved iEs fornat. Ttree days every week, a representative of one of the
political parties, in turns drartn by lot, sPeaks for three minutes and then is
iaterviewed by three journaLisLs rePresenting tnedia of different ideological
backgrounds. The progranme receives direct telephone cal1s from unselected viewers
and a mobile unit offers the nicroPhone to citizens ].rho wish to speak' lzl Under
this fornat, two parties participate every day, vrith 30 minules allot-ted to each.
Two days a {eek, there is a direct debate of one hour between the candidates of two
parties, who are asked questions by three journalists alternately and take turns in
making replies of three minutes each. The two Parties aqree previously on Lhe

subjects of discussion and on their representative s . In the nuch publicized debate
between FSLN and I,NO on economic questions, one of the journalists represented
SSTV, one La Prensa and one the Financiaf Tines. The Programne Efecciones q0 has
not only considerably irnproved in quality but it has aLso reached a high 1eve1 of
imparciality.

49. Ilowever, there are still certain areas in which it is inPortant to secure
improvenents. There are a nunber of publicity spots outside of the tine reserved
for political parlies vthich are obviously designed for caDvassing purposes. For
exbnple, in one of them, one of the protagonists of a popular Brazilian Lelevision
seiies, after greeting the Nicaraguan peoPle. ends his.nessage by stating that in
1990 "Everything will be better", one of the slogan6 of the FSLN campaigD. If t-he

real aim is to achieve a State television service vrhich is entirely inpartial. this
type of infraction should be elimiuated or, alternativefy. non-Party organizations
close to the opposition sboufd be allowed to transmil nessages v,ith a simifar
sublininal content. Another area that rnight be irnProve(l is in the treatment given
to the opposition in Noticiero Sandinista. While undoubtedlY the ences6es Lhat
were criticized in the second report (A/44/814) have been efiminated, the picLure
given of the opposition is still essentially negative' Finally, the tine slots
allocated for party broadcasts are too lat'e and it would seem reasonalrle to
establish more flexibLe hours.
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Averqge times in
October Ji2 JanuMY-90

FSLN ............................. 2 ' 02" 3' 42"

UNO .............................. l' 08" 3' 54"

Other opposition parties ......... 2 ' 11" 0' 59"

Governmental activities .......... 5' Og" .J' OB"

Other subjects ................... 19' 30" lB' Iq"

SQurce: Prepared by ONUVEN on the basis of a programme semple.

48. The main television programme forming part of the electoral coverage,
Elecciones 90, not only has increased in frequency but also has substantially
improved its format. Three days every week, a representative of one of the
political parties, in turns drawn by lot, speaks for three minutes and then is
interviewed by three journalists representing media of different ideological
backgrounds. The programme receives direct telephone calls from unselected viewers
and a mobile unit offers the microphone to citizens who wish to speak. l~/ Under
this format, two parties participate every day, with 30 minutes allotted to each.
Two days a week, there is a direct debate of one hour between the candidates of two
parties, who are asked questions by three journalists alternately and take turns in
making replies of three minutes each. The two parties agree previously on the
subjects of discussion and on their representatives. In the much publicized debate
between FSLN and UNO on economic questions, one of the journalists represented
SSTV, one La Prensa and one the Financial Times. The programme ElecciQn~ has
not only considerably improved in quality but it has also reached a high level of
impartiali ty.

49. However, there are still certain areas in which it is important to secure
improvements. There are a number of publicity spots outside of the time reserved
for political parties which are obviously designed for canvassing purposes. For
ex~ple, in one of them, one of the protagonists of a popular Brazilian television
series, after greeting the Nicaraguan people, ends his.message by stating that in
1990 "Everything will be better", one of the slogans of the FSLN campaign. If the
real aim is to achieve a State television service which is entirely impartial, this
type of infraction should be eliminated or, alternatively, non-party organizations
close to the opposition should be allowed to transmit messages with a similar
subliminal content. Another area that might be irnprovea is in the treatment given
to the opposition in Noticiero Sandinista. While undoubtedly the excesses that
were criticized in the second report (A/44/834) have been eliminated, the picture
given of the opposition is still essentially negative. finally, the time slots
allocated for party broadcasts are too late and it would seem reasonable to
establish more flexible hours.
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A. The situation in the written press

50. The Lhree national ne$sPaPers still have the basic characteristics described
in the previous report. and eables 1-5 in atrnelr rr provide information on this
subject. trill The tables show, firstly, the large anount of space set aside for
politicar and electoral topics and the increase in the anount of space set aside
for such purposes in January, lrhich was particularly pronounced in the case of
La Preusa (table 1). They also show thac conplaints and al.legations are habitually
used by La Prensa in putting forward it6 arguments on the e.lectoraf process
(tabre 2). Tables 3 and 4 provide inforrnation on the extent to which each daily
newspaper provides coverage on each party, on lhe Goverrunent and on organizations
with links to the parties. The data supplied in the tables confirms hhe
polarization of the newspapers in question and the concentration of atbention on
news, whether positive or negative, about FSIN and uNo, as well as the intensity of
the anti-Government carnpaign raged by La prensa, Lastly, tabfe 5 analyses the
distribution of 6pace set aside for paid advertising in each newspaper, and shows
the increase in the intetrsity of the electoral cont.est as election day approaches.
r,a Prensa has doubled the amounc of space sold to lJNo and has beltun to irrclude
publicity for other parties, whereas Barricada has tripled the €mount of space sold
to FSLN. El Nuevo Diario continued and even stepped up its diversification policy
in January. The use of ert.renely violent laDguage and the constant denigration of
adver6aries continue, as do the usual discrepancies in factuar accounts4 depending
on the stance of the newspaper reporting the facts. The violent language used has
Consisuently been a natter of cotrceru for CSE, and some of the steps taken in that
connection will be cornmented on below.

51. The r..eek]y La Cr6nica differs in a nunber of ways from the three mass
circulation newspapers referred to above. Even though it has a rnuch ]ower
circulation its inpact is considerable in the Nicaraguan political conter.t. since
i! is airned at a readership made up of politicians, intellectuals and
professionafs, Lho are themselves pubfic opinion-makers. Although its ideological
stance is cl.earl.y defineal and its editor supports the opposition in the etectoral
contest, 14l La Cr6nica makes roon for articl,es represent.ing various treuds and has
soughE, fron the outset of the electoral process, to reflect the views of different
candidates, having held a series of interviews with proninent inclividuals
representing the Government, the Front, IJNO and the non-UNO opposition parties.
Another major difference between La cr6nica and the mass circuration newspapers is
the analytical content of some of its articles. Topics such as the irnpticaLions of
the elections for ttre Nicaraguan political system, the types of politicat systern in
conflict, and Political proposals, which are afmost entirely missiug from the daily
press, are put fornard and discussed in La Cr<inica. similar connents could be nade
about other periodicaLs, such as Aralisis. Envjo and pensetrleqlg proprio, which,
.like La cr6nica, have well-defined ideological stances. However. they have less
direct irnpact on the electoral process, since one of thern is a pubfication dealinq
with economic issues and the others are publications with a more acadernic content
that therefore focus Less on the current electoral situation as such.
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A. The situation in the written ,press

50. The three national newspapers still have the basic characteristics described
in the previous report, and tables 1-5 in annex 11 provide information on this
subject. 111 The tables show, firstly, the large amount of space set aside for
political and electoral topics and the increase in the amount of space set aside
for such purposes in January, which was particularly pronounced in the case of
La Prensa (table 1). They also show that complaints and allegations are habitually
used by La Prensa in putting forward its arguments on the electoral process
(table 2). Tables 3 and 4 provide information on the extent to which each daily
newspaper provides coverage on each party, on the Government and on organizations
with links to the parties. The data supplied in the tables confirms the
polarization of the newspapers in question and the concentration of attention on
news, whether positive or negative, about FSLN and UNO, as well as the intensity of
the anti-Government campaign waged by La Prensa. Lastly, table 5 analyses the
distribution of space set aside for paid advertising in each newspaper, and shows
the increase in the intensity of the electoral contest as election day approaches.
La Prensa has doubled the amount of space sold to UNO and has begun to include
publicity for other parties, whereas Barricada has tripled the amount of space sold
to FSLN. El Nueyo Diario continued and even stepped up its diversification policy
in January. The use of extremely violent language and the constant denigration of
adversaries continue, as do the usual discrepancies in factual accounts,. depending
on the stance of the newspaper reporting the facts. The violent language used has
consistently been a matter of concern for CSE, and some of the steps taken in that
connection will be commented on below.

51. The weekly La CrOnica differs in a number of ways from the three mass
circulation newspapers referred to above. Even though it has a much lower
circulation its impact is considerable in the Nicaraguan political context, since
it is aimed at a readership made up of politicians, intellectuals and
professionals, who are themselves public opinion-makers. Although its ideological
stance is clearly defined and its editor supports the opposition in the electoral
contest, 14/ La CrOnica makes room for articles representing various trends and has
sought, from the outset of the electoral process, to reflect the views of different
candidates, having held a series of interviews with prominent individuals
representing the Government, the Front, UNO and the non-UNO opposition parties.
Another major difference between La CrOnica and the mass circulation newspapers is
the analytical content of some of its articles. Topics such as the implications of
the elections for the Nicaraguan political system, the types of political system in
conflict, and political proposals, which are almost entirely missing from the daily
press, are put forward and discussed in La Cronica. Similar comments could be made
about other periodicals, such as AnBlisis, Env20 and PensamientoProprio, which,
like La Cr6nica, have well-defined ideological stances. However, they have less
direct impact on the electoral process, since one of them is a publication dealing
with economic issues and the others are publications with a more academic content
that therefore focus less on the current electoral situation as such.
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B. The situation regardinq radio stations

SZ. Even though radio broadcasting is the nost widesPread neans of comnunicaLion
in Nicaragua, it is being undervalued in the electoral canPaign. It seems that the
abirity of ratlio to reach audiences of potentiaf voters I'ho do not have access to
the wlieten or visual media is not being fu1ly used by the contending Politieal
forces. This is particularly true of the regional radio stations. Both at those
stations and at the national stabions broadcasting fron Managua, the PoliEical
parties have been giVen access to a nwnber Of free programnes that have been made

available lo thern as forums for political discussion. debate and interviews with
party leaders. These invitations by radio 6tations have not been received as
favourably by political candidates as night have been hoped. and sorne candidates
turn down the invitations, In our view. this open-door Policy is Particularly
appropriate for and particularly useful to the snall Political parties. which have
a limited ability to finance paid debates. There are indications that it is the
political parties thaE deny themselves access to certain radio stations. either for
financiat reasons or for lack of ideological affinity vrith the 6tations and
therefore with their respective audiences. None of the ratlio statioos that selt
tine-slots to the electoral contenders distorts lhe views of or denies access to

. any political party, provided that the parties act in accordauce with csE rufes and
that their publicity complies wibh the code of Electoral Ethics'

53, Where the State radio stations are concerned, !e- V-or--(!e Ni-SeIaSga includes in
its progranniag adverEising sPots for FSLN. UNO, PSc. PCDN and cSE' as well as
rnesEages from the President of the RePublic to all Nicaraguans. La Prirnerisirna
includes spots for FSLN, PSC, PCDN aDd CSn. Radio Liberaci5n includes sPots for
FSLN. IJNO, PSC and PCDN. Radio Insurreccirjn runs sPots for FSLN, PCDN, UNO and the
Central Atnelican Unionist Party (PUCA). Radio Pancasdn runs sPots for FSLN, lrNO,

PCDN and PSC. Where the private broadcasting stations are concerned. the range of
parties running spots is wider, but none the less in keeping "ith the stations'
basic ideological stances, antl in adalition to the Parties' advertising sPots there
are the advertising sPots of various civic organizations, such as the Uni6n de
Juventud Denocritica. che Central de Trabajadores de Nicaraqua, the Unirin de
Productores de Nicaragua and Via Civica. In the case of Voz de Nicaragua, there is
a phenonenon similar to that nentioned in connection !|ith the Sandanista Tefevision
Systen (SSI\7), in that it broadcasts information on the forthcoming activiEies of
sectoral and nationaf, organizations clearly linked to SaDdinism, rrhich i6
construed - rightly - by the opPosition as disguised FSLN publicity. More direct
instances have been pointed out, such as exhortations to vote for the Front. I'he
State radio station's rates were set by CSE at their APlil level (in doltars, in
vier of the high rate of inflation). rn the case of V.Q-q de Nicaraglra, the station
with the greatest nlrmber of listeners. the rate is apProximately 360.0oO c<irdobas
per 30 minutes (SUs 7'75. at the official exchange rate). !,hile in the case of
Radio cat6liqa (which is private and lrhose rates are set at the market rate) the
rate is $C 1.3 nilliou per 30 minutes.

54. In conclusion, we could say that it is precisefy Ehe fact that there is such a
great nunber of radio stations and such a wide range of tyPes of radio station
ownership that guarantees a wide spectrwo of approaches to proviclirrg neirs and of
politicat stances oa the Nicaraguan radio broadcasting scene. If they so wish. all
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B. The situation regarding radio stations

52. Even though radio broadcasting is the most widespread means of communication
in Nicaragua, it is being undervalued in the electoral campaign. It seems that the
ability of radio to reach audiences of potential voters who do not have access to
the written or visual media is not being fully used by the contending political
forces. This is particularly true of the regional radio stations. Both at those
stations and at the national stations broadcasting from Managua, the political
parties have been given access to a number of free programmes that have been made
available to them as forums for political discussion, debate and interviews with
party leaders. These invitations by radio stations have not been received as
favourably by political candidates as might have been hoped, and some candidates
turn down the invitations. In our view, this open-door policy is particularly
appropriate for and particularly useful to the small political parties, which have
a limited ability to finance paid debates. There are indications th~t it is the
political parties that deny themselves access to certain radio stations, either for
financial reasons or for lack of ideological affinity with the stations and
therefore with their respective audiences. None of the radio stations that sell
time-slots to the electoral contenders distorts the views of or denies access to
any political party, provided that the parties ~ct in accordance with CSE rules ~nd

that their publicity complies with the Code of Electoral Ethics.

53. Where the State radio stations are concerned, La Voz de Nicaragua includes in
its programming advertising spots for FSLN, UNO, PSC. PCDM and CSE, as well as
messages from the President of the Republic to all Nicaraguans. La Primerisima
includes spots for FSLN, PSC, PCDN and CSE. Radio LiberaciOn includes spots for
FSLN, UNO, PSC and PCDM. Radio 1nsurreccion runs spots for FSLN, PCDM, UMO and the
Central American Unionist Party (PUCA). Radio Pancasan runs spots for FSLN, UNO,
PCDN and PSC. Where the private broadcasting stati~ns are concerned, the range of
parties running spots is wider, but none the less in keeping with the stations'
basic ideological stances, and in addition to the parties' advertisinq spots there
are the advertising spots of various civic organizations, such as the Union de
Juventud Democratica, the Central de Trabajadores de Nicaragua, the Union de
Productores de Nicaragua and Via Civica. In the case of Voz de Nicaragua, there is
a phenomenon similar to that mentioned in connection with the Sandanista Television
System (SSTV), in that it broadcasts information on the forthcoming activities of
sectoral and national organizations clearly linked to Sandinism, which is
construed - rightly - by the opposition as disguised FSLM publicity. More direct
instances have been pointed out, such as exhortations to vote for the Front. The
State radio station's rates were set by CSE at their April level (in dollars, in
view of the high rate of inflation). In the case of Vo~ de Nicarag~g, the station
with the greatest number of listeners, the rate is approximately 360,000 cordobas
per 30 minutes ($US 7.75, at the official exchange rate). while in the case of
Radio CatQlica (which is 'private and whose rates are set at the market rate) the
rate is $C 1.3 million per 30 minutes.

54. In conclusion, we could say that it is precisely the fact that there is such a
great number of radio stations and such a wide range of types of radio station
ownership that guarantees a wide spectrum of approaches to providing news and of
political stances on the, Nicaraguan radio broadcasting scene. If they so wish, all
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political alternatives rnay make uninpeded use. subject only to the faws of the
narket, of radio broadcasting for their campaigns to recruit po]j.tica1 supporr,
until 25 February.

Complaints and a.l.legations about the nass nedia

55, Siace the official beginling of the electoral canpaign no comptaints or
all.egations about the nass media have been received, However. Lhis absence of
fornal cornplaiDts doe6 not mean that the mass rnedia have ceased to be a subject of
controversy in the electoral campaign. In fact. most of the criticisrrs by the
opposilion are general aDd do not take the form of detaited charges. In working
groups attended by media officials from the parties, complaints have beeo
transmitted aboul the politically slanted publicity spots already nentioned. the
probfens of access to certain private media and, in the case of certain srnafl
opposition parties, the high cost of publicity space. Since it is impossible in
practice to noDitor aff ladio broadcasts, ONUVEN has requested the politica.l
parties, if they observe specific irregularities, to submit. their compfaints
together with the infornation Decessary to identify the irregutarity.

56, The recently established Mass Media Department of CSE has become actively
engaged in negotiaeions designed to elininate sone of the prob.lens existing in its
area of compeEence. Thus, at the end of, Decenber, it privately adnonished
Barricada for paid advertisements which dj-storted pubticity materiat originally
used by UNO. This was not repeated. ft also criticizect La prepsa for the use of
such terns as "f,rentesomocismo", for the use of the nane Rambo as applied to
President Ortega and for alarming and tendentious headlines. It persuaded
Via Civica to withdra!, propaganda fron La pretrsa on the question of how to vote
because it contained inaccuracies which could lead to f\rture errors on the day of
the elections. However. its nost publicized decision was the recent. public
criuici.srn of El Nuevo Diario for its refusal to heed its repeated indications that
it shoufd elirninate fron ies pages the terns GN-UNO or GN-l (Guardia Naciona.l -
UNO) when referring Co IrNO. Since the nelrspaper in question has persisted in its
practice, CSE has announced its criticisn and required the newspaper in question
a.1so to Publish it. However, El Nuevo Diario replied in a scornful nanner and
indeed refused to publish the criticisn in the form requested. CSE summoned the
director of El Nuevo Diari.o agai.n and began the legal steps thaL could lead to the
application of the more serious penalties laid dovn by the Mass Media Act (closure
for one to three days).

57. Although the progress made in the field of the nass media nay be considered as
positive, there is sti1l roon for irnprovernents. as pointed out in previous
paragraphs. Mr. Richardson expressed his concern on this point r,o president ortega
and received assurances that the Goverrunent r,ras qivino it constant at.tenLion.

VI. THE DISCREDITING OF THE ELDCTORAL PROCESS

58. fn an eLectoral Process uncertainties rnay exist. irith a clistinct character and
distinct effects. The usual uncertainty about the results tenals to exerc a
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political alternatives may make unimpeded use, subject only to the laws of the
market, of radio broadcasting for their campaigns to recruit poJ.itical support
until 25 February.

C. Complaints and allegations about the mass media

55. Since the official beginning of the electoral campaign no complaints or
allegations about the mass media have been received. However, this absence of
formal complaints does not mean that the mass media have ceased to be a sUbject of
controversy in the electoral campaign. In fact, most of the criticisms by the
opposition are general and do not take the form of detailed charges. In working
groups attended by media officials from the parties, complaints have been
transmitted about the politically slanted publicity spots already mentioned. the
problems of access to certain private media and, in the case of certain small
opposition parties, the high cost of publicity space. Since it is impossible in
practice to monitor all radio broadcasts, ONUVEN has requested the pOlitical
parties, if they observe specific irregularities, to submit their complaints
together with the information necessary to identify the irregularity.

56. The recently established Mass Media Department of CSE has become actively
engaged in negotiations designed to eliminate some of the problems existing in its
area of competence. Thus, at the end of December, it privately admonished
Barricada for paid advertisements which distorted publicity material originally
used by UNO. This was not repeated. It also criticized La Prensa for the use of
such terms as "frentesomocismo", for the use of the name Rambo as applied to
President Ortega and for alarming and tendentious headlines. It persuaded
Via Ciyica to withdraw propaganda from La Prensa on the question of how to vote
because it contained inaccuracies which could lead to future errors on the day of
the elections. However, its most publicized decision was the recent public
criticism of El Nueyo Diario for its refusal to heed its repeated indications that
it should eliminate from its pages the terms GN-UNO or GN-l (Guardia Nacional 
UNO) when referring to UNO. Since the newspaper in question has persisted in its
practicel CSE has announced its criticism and required the newspaper in question
also to publish it. However, El Nuevo Diario replied in a scornful manner and
indeed refused to publish the criticism in the form requested. CSE summoned the
director of El Nueyo Diario again and began the legal steps that could lead to the
application of the more serious penalties laid down by the Mass Media Act (closure
for one to three days).

57. Although the progress made in the field of the mass media may be considered as
positive, there is still room for improvements, as pointed out in previous
paragraphs. Mr. Richardson expressed his concern on this point to President Ortega
and received assurances that the Government was giving it constant attention.

VI. THE DISCREDITING OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS

58. In an electoral process uncertainties may exist, with a distinct character and
distinct effects. The usual uncertainty about the results tends to exert a
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positive effect on the process, in so far as it forces the contestants to adjust
their proposals and messages to the preferences of the efectorat.e- On the other
hand, uasertainty about the conditioDs of legitimacy in which Che proce6s unfolds
has essentially negative effects. In previous reports, attention was drawn to the
concern of the Mission about the eaist.ence of clear signs of the discrediting of
the etectora.L process before the fact by sone sectors. The trencl continued in the
period urder aDalysis without any najor changes, and the questioning of basic
aspects of the Process has persisted, causing OIIUVEN serious concern.

59. Assessing the conduct of the electora.I process requires that a di6tinction be
drawn between two types of issues that have ariseD simultaneous.ly on the Nicaraguan
€lectoral scene. On the one hand, we rnust consider aud analyse issues of electoral
competitiveness tinked to the relative bafaace between the opport-unities of the
contestants or, as it has come to be called. the "levelling of the field". On the
other hand, we must evaluate the action of the "umpires"! the electoral authority,
tdhich. of course, includes the attitudes and actions ta}en with regard to the first
type of is6ue6.

60. With regard to the first. aspect, it is obvious that it is ,not possible to
think in terms of equality on each of the planes on lrhich the electoral cont-e6t is
taking place, if only because of the mere fact that the contestants occupy
differeut positions with regard to the State apparatus. The unegual opportunities
for access to that apparatus (which, in the case of Nicaragua, includes a
significant. set of mass media) enjoyed by the governing party are evident. It
rnight aLso be argued that there is - or nay be - a discrininatory use of the
legitimate coercive capacity of the State in relation to the different participants
itr the electoral process. The constant accusations of asl'mnetry in these areas. in
the discussions Leading up to the reform of the Electoral Act, .led the governing
party to propose mechanisms which are f,ar from usual in conparable bodies of Iaw,
permitt,ing, under certain conditions, the funding of political palties by foreign
institutious or individuals, Similar considerations forned the basis of the
subsequelt decision by the United Stabes Congress to use those channels to finance
6ome of the activities of the opposition coalition.

61. On the whoLe, given Nicaraguan conditions, it is easy to argue that the
principal balanciug factors in the electoral contest are not only linled to the
above-mentioned contributions. Also relevant are: (a) the fact that. the party in
power nust give an account of its acts of qovernment, whiLe it.s rivals can fimit
themselves to forrnulating alternative plgegs_al E or simply criticizing those acts;
(b) corditions of polarization that enable part of the opposition to win the
protest vote because of the difficulties experienced by the Nicaraguan econony,
which in lurn stem f,rom the proLonged conflict to \rhich it has been subjected;
(c) the fact that the opposit.ion may exaggeraie the asl'mmetry and use it as one of
the main argumettts of its electoral messages.

62. It is the Mission's assessment that, in the case of Nicaragua, the electoral
authority, strengthened by the presence of large missions of internat.ional
observers aod by the intense outside attention focused on the process, has
established itself as another irnportant balancing factor. Its performance, rhich
incLudes approval of the Code of Electoral Ethicsi the conclusion of inter-party
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positive effect on the process, in so far as it forces the contestants to adjust
their proposals and messages to the preferences of the electorate. On the other
hand, uncertainty about the conditions of legitimacy in which the process unfolds
has essentially negative effects. In previous reports, attention was drawn to the
concern of the Mission about the existence of clear signs of the discrediting of
the electoral process before the fact by some sectors. The trend continued in the
period under analysis without any major changes, and the questioning of basic
aspects of the process has persisted, causing ONUVEN serious concern.

59. Assessing the conduct of the electoral process requires that a distinction be
drawn between two types of issues that have arisen simultaneously on the Nicaraguan
electoral scene~ On the one hand, we must consider and analyse issues of electoral
competitiveness linked to the relative balance between the opportunities of the
contestants or, as it has come to be called, the "levelling of the field". On the
other hand, we must evaluate the action of the "umpires": the electoral authority,
which, of course, includes the attitudes and actions taken with regard to the first
type of issues~

60~ With regard to the first aspect, it is obvious that it is ,not possible to
think in terms of equality on each of the planes on which the electoral contest is
taking place, if only because of the mere fact that the contestants occupy
different positions with regard to the State apparatus. The unequal opportunities
for access to that apparatus (which, in the case of Nicaragua, includes a
significant set of mass media) enjoyed by the governing party are evident. It
might also be argued that there is - or may be - a discriminatory use of the
legitimate coercive capacity of the State in relation to the different participants
in the electoral process. The constant accusations of asymmetry in these areas, in
the discussions leading up to the reform of the Electoral Act, led the governing
party to propose mechanisms which are far from usual in comparable bodies of law,
permitting, under certain conditions, the funding of political parties by foreign
institutions or individuals. Similar considerations formed the basis of the
subsequent decision by the United States Congress to use those channels to finance
some of the activities of the opposition coalition.

61. On the whole, given Nicaraguan conditions, it is easy to argue that the
principal balancing factors in the electoral contest are not only linked to the
above-mentioned contributions. Also relevant are: (a) the fact that the party in
power must give an account of its~ of government, while its rivals can limit
themselves to formulating alternative proposals or simply criticizing those acts;
(b) conditions of polarization that enahle part of the opposition to win the
protest vote because of the difficulties experienced by the Nicaraguan economy,
which in turn stem from the prolonged conflict to which it has been subjected;
(c) the fact that the opposition may exaggerate the asymmetry and use it as one of
the main arguments of its electoral messages.

62. It is the Mission's assessment that, in the case of Nicaragua, the electoral
authority, strengthened by the presence of large missions of international
observers and by the intense outside attention focused on the process, has
established itself as another important balancing factor. Its performance, which
includes approval of the Code of Electoral Ethics; the conclusion of inter-party
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agreements inspired and pronoted by it; its public action with regard Lo
questionable acts by government seqtors or the State mass rnedia; the
characteristics of its publicity campaigns; and the efforts made to train .rRV
rnernbers and polf-lratchers have tended unifornfy to irnprove the fjelcl in ways
favourable to the opposition.

63. The task of oNIrvEN. which relates to observation of the electoraf process and
not only the electoral act itself, also invoLves it in Lhis kind of question. The
fact of receiviDg compLaints and all.egations frorn the parties, anafysing then
systernatically and evaluating them by categories facilit.ates the clet.ection of areas
in which there may be an eaaggerated use of the advantages of the party in power.
The periodic reports of oNIrvEN do not seek to give comprehensive accounts of che
developmenE of the electoral process up to the date of each report. but rather try
to pinpoint criticaL - and criliciuable - aspects of the process and of the
positions of the contestants. rt is hoped that the conuneilts they contain may
contribute to the search for solutions to the issues criticized.

64' rn spite of rrhat has been said, the electorar authority has been inpugned
insistentfy by sectors of the opposition. Recent attitudes on the part. of the
opposition, includiag the contiDual - and now futile - chaffenging of csE. rnight be
interpreted as the pursuit of an ongoing effort at discreditation. unless it is a
risky efectoraL strategy. rn recent days, in the country and abroad. subt.le ways
of discrediting the action of the internatiotral observers can be detected. The
dual inpact of the discrediting of the judge and the principat witnessess is too
dangerous !o go uunentioned.

VII. ST'WARY OF THE MAIN OBSERVATIONS

A. Administration of the electoral process

65. The administration of the electoral authority has continued to develop
favourably. sorne minor problens persist as regards the follow-up of conplaints and
allegations' The6e are due both to linited human resources and infrastructure and
to fegal restrictions on the actions of csE in the case of crirninaf offences, for
which the proceedings are subject. to the time-franes and pace of ordinary justice.
rn spite of the difficulties, it woufd be desirable to redouble efforts with a view
to nonitoring thes€ cases more c]ose.ly and dealing nore expeditiously with the
cases which 1ie vithin the jurisdiction of the electoral authority. Lastty, the
syrnbolic irnportance of the reopening of the 63 JRVS which did noL function normally
during the registration period must be emphasized, despite its relativefy srnarl
impact.

Public rallies and demonstr at i ons

66. the organizatlon of public rallies and dernonstrations
canpaign started officially on 4 Decenber la6t. Since the
has been no incident of consequence. I'NO has organized 94
rallies, of which 85 lrere monitored by ONUVEN. very minor

intensified when the
Masatepe events, the re
relatively inportant

incidents being detected
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agreements inspired and promoted by it; its public action with regard to
questionable acts by government sectors or the State mass media: the
characteristics of its publicity campaigns: and the efforts made to train JRV
members and poll-watchers have tended uniformly to improve the field in ways
favourable to the opposition.

63. The task of ONUVEN, which relates to observation of the electoral process and
not only the electoral act itself, also involves it in this kind of question. The
fact of receiving complaints and allegations from the partiesl analysing them
systematically and evaluating them by categories facilitates the detection of areas
in which there may be an exaggerated use of the advantages of the party in power.
The periodic reports of ONUVEN do not seek to give comprehensive accounts of the
development of the electoral process up to the date of each report, but rather try
to pinpoint critical - and criticizable - aspects of the process and of the
positions of the contestants. It is hoped that the comments they contain may
contribute to the search for solutions to the issues criticized.

64. In spite of what has been said, the electoral authority has been impugned
insistently by sectors of the opposition. Recent attitudes on the part of the
opposition, including the continual - and now futile - challenging of CSE, might be
interpreted as the pursuit of an ongoing effort at discreditation, unless it is a
risky electoral strategy. In recent days; in the country and abroad, subtle ways
of discrediting the action of the international observers can be detected. The
dual impact of the discrediting of the judge and the principal witnessess is too
dangerous to go unmentioned.

VII. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN OBSERVATIONS

A. Administration of the electoral process

65. The administration of the electoral authority has continued to develop
favourably. Some minor problems persist as regards the follow-up of complaints and
allegations~ These are due both to limited human resources and infrastructure and
to legal restrictions on the actions of CSE in the case of criminal offences, for
which the proceedings are subject to the time-frames and pace of ordinary justice.
In spite of the difficulties, it would be desirable to redouble efforts with a view
to monitoring these caseS more closely and dealing more expeditiously with the
cases which lie within the jurisdiction of the electoral authority. Lastly, the
symbolic importance of the reopening of the 63 JRVs which did not function normally
during the registration period must be emphasized, despite its relatively small
impact.

B. Public rallies and demonstrations

66. The organization of public rallies and demonstrations intensified when the
campaign started officially on 4 December last. Since the Masatepe events, there
has been no incident of consequence. UNO has organized 94 relatively important
rallies, of which 85 were monitored by ONUVEN, very minor incidents being detected
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in only B of then, There is no question that the presence of the police and Lhe
prior tafks with the organizers of the events have haal a very berreficial effect and
have helped to restore an atmosphere of normality. It looks as l-hough this trend
will continue during the remainder of the elect.ion campaign.

Military action

67. During the period under revielr there has continued io be constant nifiLary
activity, attributed to groups of the Nicaraguan resistance. which has taken a
tragic tolf of life and has undoubtedly hampered the eLectoral process. This is
disturbing because, even though Lhe persons responsible are not participating in
the electoral process and hence remedying the situation is beyond the cont-rol of
the electoral authorities, the eLectoraf process is seriously affected because
members and candidates of the governing party are unquest.ionably iihimidated in
regions vhere the military activity is conceltrated,

Other acts of intinidati o n

68. Without a doubt, one of the nain characteristics of this perjocl has been the
considerable increase in the number of reports of iittirnidation. Even thouglr t-he
inportance of this intirnidation j.s. iD the final analysjs, more sl'mbolic than
substantial, it' remains relevant inasmuch as it affects the electoral process: it
generates fear, and, what would be particularly serious, it could harnFer

Poll-watching by the opposition. In the particular case of candidates for
nunicipal and regional councils. the number of requests for remowal inwolwes only
2.5 per cent of a1f the candidates orginally presented, Although this is an
insignificant natter fron the numericaf standpoint, it is of s1'rnbolic irnportance,
and ONUVEN has bherefole carried out a substantial number of interviews with those
lrho have withdrawn and nith party leadels, and other key persons. As a result, it
has been able to itlentify three withdrawal scenarios, The first involves normal
reasons which have nothing whatever to do with Che electoral process (noninations
without prior consultation, unfulfilled expectations of finaucial gain, internaf
confLicts and/or politicaf and ideological disagreements). MosL of the candidates
for withdrawaL in the non-IrNO opposition parties and approximate.ly one third of
those in UNO are in this category. A second, and less prevalent. scenario involves
situations in which there has been rninor pressure, not aflounting Lo real
intimidation, and the withdrawal of candidates sholring a lor,r levef of party
coNnitrent. Lastly. there is the scenario where evidence of intimidation has been
detectedi these cases are conce[trated in regions where there is considerable
tnilitary activily. Acts of intimidation range frorn damage to goods and property to
personal threats. Generally. the all.egations inplicate, explicitly or implicitly,
State security officials. The analysis of the geographical distribution anal
charactetistics of this last category of acts does not point to the exist-ence of a
corunon pattern which would indicate concerted action at the naLional leveli rather.
it suggests the work of local party mernbers. These observations do not- dirninish
the imporeance attached by ONUVEN to the natter, which is one of its rnaiD concefns.
and the cases which present thenseLves !.i11 continue to be foflor,re(l !ril--h particular
attention.
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in only 8 of them. There is no question that the presence of the police and the
prior talks with the organizers of the events have had a very beneficial effect and
have helped to restore an atmosphere of normality. It looks as t~hough this trend
will continue during the remainder of the election campaign.

c. Military action

67. During the period under review there has continued to be constant military
activity, attributed to groups of the Nicaraguan resistance, which has taken a
tragic toll of life and has undoubtedly hampered the electoral process. This is
disturbing because, even though the persons responsible are not participating in
the electoral process and hence remedying the situation is beyond the control of
the electoral authorities, the electoral process is seriously affected because
members and candidates of the governing party are unquestionably intimidated in
regions where the military activity is concentrated.

D. Other acts of intimidatioQ

68.. Without a doubt, one of the main characteristics of this periocl has been the
considerable increase in the number of reports of intimidation. Even though the
importance of this intimidation is, in the final analysis, more symbolic than
substantial, it remains relevant inasmuch as it affects the electoral process~ it
generates fear, and, what would be particularly serious, it could h~nper

poll-watching by the opposition. In the particular case of candidates for
municipal and regional councils, the number of requests for removal involves only
2.5 per cent of all the candidates orginally presented. Although this is an
insignificant matter from the numerical standpoint, it is of symbolic importance,
and ONUVEN has therefore carried out a substantial number of interviews with those
who have withdrawn and with party leaders, and other key persons. As a result, it
has been able to identify ~hree withdrawal scenarios. The first involves normal
reasons which have nothing whatever to do with the electoral process (nominations
without prior consultation, unfulfilled expectations of financial gain, internal
conflicts and/or political and ideological disagreements). Most of the candidates
for withdrawal in the non-UNO opposition parties and approximately one third of
those in UNO are in this category. A second, and less prevalent, scenario involves
situations in which there has been minor pressure, not amounting to real
intimidation, and the withdrawal of candidates showing a low level of party
commitment. Lastly, there is the scenario where evidence of intimidation has been
detected; these cases are concentrated in regions where there is considerable
military activity. Acts of intimidation range from damage to goods and property to
personal threats.. Generally, the allegations implicate, explicitly or implicitly,
State security officials. The analysis of the geographical distribution and
characteristics of this last category of acts does not point to the existence of a
common pattern which would indicate concerted ac·tion at the national level; rather,
it suggests the work of local party members. These observations do not diminish
the importance attached by ONUVEN to the matter, which is one of its main concerns,
and the cases which present themselves will continue to be followed with particular
attention.
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E. Use of State property

69. Although lhere have been allegations of the irnproper use of State property,
such as the use of public transport for party activities anil the existence of
paintings or nurals on Che outside of public buildings. there has also been
evidence of a deterrnination on the part of the Government to remove them, We have
received assuraDces from various levels of the Government that efforts to elininate
these problens will continue. and we have asked Lhe polit.ical parties for their
co-operation in identifying breaches of the existing rul.es.

The electoral campaign in the nass media

70. The second report of ONWEN (A/44l834) severely criticized Lhe Nicaraguan mass
nedia for the violence of their messages and the subjective nature of the reports
transmitted. and singl.ed ouL television for its lack of impartiality. The present
report nelcornes the su.bstantial improvenents made by SSTV as regards the expansion
of free progratnnes of political debate, exposition and discussion and the
nodernization of the fornat. It also cornmends the additional facilities provided
to the Political parties for purchasing tirne slots on the different channels and
the increased tine coverage given to the activities of Lhe opposition in !!a!i!iels
Sandinista. None the less. an additional effort is under l{ay airned at irnprowing
the content of reports, with a view to achieving further inpartiality an(t
objectivity in the treattnent of the different politicaf protagonists. Pfurality is
greater in the case of radio because of lhe diversity of the existing owners of
radio stations. Other than cost and avaifability of resources. there is no
difficulty of access to radio. In general, the evatuation is positive. As regards
the rtritten press, the overafl situation of viofence in the messages and distortion
of the news continues to be the predominant characteristic, yet there are
considelabLe differences beEween the various papers. Barricada. although the
officiaf organ of FSLN, has a more professional approach and. i.n response to the
suggestions of CSE, has nade its language considerably less aggressive. At the
other extreme, the offensive stances of El Nuevo Diario agai.nst the opposition in
generaL and against ttNO in particular have been such as to warrant the severest of
warnings fron CSE. Although it is considered that there ha6 been progress in the
situation of the mass nedia, the possibifity of improvements in this matter, and in
those mentioned in earlier paragraphs, was discussed in Lhe interwiew {hich
Mr. Richardson held with president Orteqa.

The discrediting of the electora] process_

'11,. In an electoraf process, it is not possible to think in terms of strict
equality at all the levels at which the efectolal contest unfolds, The most
obvious exanple is the inevitabl.e tack of equality of opportunit-y for ac(jess to the
State apparatus, a central concern in this campaign, Naturaf counterweights etri6t-,
however; thus, the governing party has an obligaLion to account for i.t.s acts of
government/ n'herea6 the opposition can confine itself tc, criticism aud proposals,
thereby attracting the protest vote. Tbere are counterweights resulting frorn
government decisions or political agreement.s, such as the unusual r.u1es on party
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E. Use of State vroverty

69. Although there have been allegations of the improper use of State property,
such as the use of public transport for party activities and the existence of
paintings or murals on the outside of public buildings, there has also been
evidence of a determination on the part of the Government to remove them. We have
received assurances from various levels of the Government that efforts to eliminate
these problems will continue, and we have asked the political parties for their
co-operation in identifying breaches of 'the existing rules.

F. The electoral campaign in the mass media

70. The second report of ONUVEN (A/44/834) severely criticized t.he Nicaraguan mass
media for the violence of their messages and the subjective nature of the reports
transmitted, and singled out television for its lack of impartiality. The present
report welcomes the substantial improvements made by SSTV as regards the expansion
of free programmes of political debate, exposition and discussion and the
modernization of the format. It also commends the additional facilities provided
to the pOlitical parties for purchasing time slots on the different channels and
the increased time coverage given to the activities of the opposition in ~~iero

Sandinista. None the less, an additional effort is under way aimed at improving
the content of reports, with a view to achieving further impartiality and
Objectivity in the treatment of the different political protagonists. Plurality is
greater in the case of radio because of the diversity of the existing owners of
radio stations. Other than cost and availability of resources, there is no
difficulty of access to radio. In general, the evaluation is positive. As regards
the written press, the overall situation of violence in the messages and distortion
of the news continues to be the predominant Characteristic, yet there are
considerable differences between the various papers. Barricada, although the
official organ of FSLN, has a more professional approach and, in response to the
suggestions of CSE, has made its language considerably less aggressive. At the
other extreme, the offensive stances of El Nuevo Diario against the opposition in
general and against UNO in particular have been such as to warrant the severest of
warnings from CSE. Although it is considered that there has been progress in the
situation of the mass media, the possibility of improvements in this matter, and in
those mentioned in earlier paragraphs, was discussed in the interview which
Mr. Richardson held with President Ortega.

G. The discrediting of the electoral proces~

71. In an electoral process, it is not possible to think in terms of strict
equality at all the levels at which the electoral contest unfolds. The most
obvious example is the inevitable lack of equality of opportunity for access to the
State apparatus, a central concern in this campaign. Natural counterweights exist,
however; thus, the governing party has an obligation to account for its acts of
government, whereas the opposition can confine itself to criticism and proposals,
thereby attracting the protest vote. There are counterweights resulting from
government decisions or political agreements, such as the unusual rules on party
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financing vrhich make it possible for politicaf parties to receiwe er<ternal
funding, The actions of the electoral authority. including the aPproval of the
Code of Electoral Ethics, the pronotion of inter-Party agreenents, the handling of
the mass nedia, together with the training of pofl-watchers and JRv members' are
factors irhich tend to even the competition. The fact that Lhe efecLoral rolls were
drawn up properly and the voting procedures were welL designed, and that
international observers have been present. as requested, throughout the efectoral
process, also helps to level the fiefd.

72. The fact that, even so, part of the opposition persists in its afmost
systenatic inrpugning of Lhe electoraL authority is grcund for serious concern on
the part of the Mission. Continuing the game while all the tine irnpugning t.he
urnpire is betraviour which suggests an effort to discredit the electoral process'
unless it is a risky efectoral strategy. tastly, another serious cause for concern
is the evidence of subtle ways of aliscrediting the internationa.l observers, both in
Nicaragua and abroad. The atual inpacL of the discrediting of the jutlge and the
witnesses is too fxaught with danger to be left unmentioned.

Notes

I/ The six formaf neetings of CSE and the 44 agreements adopted at them
betvreen 10 Novenber 1989 and 25 January 19q0 have been analysed, The periocl
covered varies slightly for the regionaL eLectoral councifs.

2/ The agreement was signed by Mr. Potoy on behalf of IPCE, by Mr. Sefva (a
member of CSE appointeil at IJNO's proposal) and by former President Carter, acting
as witness.

3/ These are often government events at which property deeds are handed
over. public works are opened, etc. Since the President is a]so a candidate,
holrever, the political ingredient - or at least the politicat impac! - of the event
is obvious.

4/ In the new nateriat some of the rnisLeading efements that were criticized
in the second report of ONUVIN have been elirninated.

5/ An analysis of a sarnple of newspaper reports on pubtic alernonstrations
shows that only 23 per cent of the reporting was giwen over to the content of the
speech in the case of UNO. In the case of FSLN, the proportion was 6 per cent.

g/ In a few cases. ninor incidents occurred. For example' ou 16 .January.
r.rhen police at Glanada brole up a small public meeting of UNO whjch was
unauthorized and was taking place just two blocks from a hotel s'here the FSLN
presidential candidate was due to arrive, there trete sone disturbances which
invofved Lhe use of tear-gas and the arrest of severa.l persons. r,tho have rlow lleen
released.
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financing which make' it possible for political parties to receive external
funding. The actions of the electoral authority, including the approval of the
Code of Electoral Ethics, the promotion of inter-party agreements, the handling of
the mass media, together with the training of poll-watchers and JRV members, are
factors which tend to even the competition. The fact that the electoral rolls were
drawn up properly and the voting procedures were well designed, and that
international observers have been present, as requested, throughout the electoral
process, also helps to level the field.

72. The fact that, even So, part of the opposition persists in its almost
systematic impugning of the electoral authority is ground for serious concern on
the part of the Mission. Continuing the game while all the time impugning the
umpire is behaviour which suggests an effort to discredit the electoral process,
unless it is a risky electoral strategy. Lastly, another serious cause for concern
is the evidence of subtle ways of discrediting the international observers, both in
Nicaragua and abroad. The dual impact of the discrediting of the judge and the
witnesses is too fraught with danger to be left unmentioned.

11 The six formal meetings of CSE and the 44 agreements adopted at them
between 10 November 1989 and 25 January 1990 have been analysed. The period
covered varies slightly for the regional electoral councils.

~I The agreement was signed by Mr. Potoy on behalf of IPCE, by Mr. Selva (a
member of CSE appointed at UN0 1 s proposal) and by former President Carter, acting
as witness.

1/ These are often government events at which property deeds are handed
over, public works are opened, etc. Since the President is also a candidate,
however, the political ingredient - or at least the political impac~ - of the event
is obvious.

1/ In the new material some of the misleading elements that were criticized
in the second report of ONUVEN have been eliminated .

.2/ An analysis of a sample of newspaper reports on public demonstrations
shows that only 23 per cent of the reporting was given over to the content of the
speech in the case of UNO. In the case of FSLN, the proportion was 6 per cent.

Q/ In a few cases, minor incidents occurred. Fat.· example, on 16 January,
when police at Granada broke up a small public meeting of UNO which was
unauthorized and was taking place just two blocks from a hotel where the FSLN
presidential candidate was due to arrive, there were some disturbances which
involved the use of tear-gas and the arrest of several persons, "rho have now been
released.
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Not.e6 ( continued)

7/ For example, in Nagarote, one of the opposition candidates stated that
the PoLice were weariag special utriforms which were stiftj.ng then in the hot sun.
all because they had been assigned to proLect. the Sandinist ciowds led by the
Mayor of Nagarotei they were !rot. there to protect the opposition because they alid
Dot need poLice proteccion and the police rrere doing nothing to sLop ttre Sandinist
attack6.

g/ There are two other snat] ethnic groups in the RAAS:
Garifonas.

t-he Ramas anal the

9/ In sorne cases where it was inpossible to ilterview the candidate who had
withdrawn, interviews were conducted with reLatives or neighbours. An attempt was
made to interview all the candidates lrho had withdrawn, but in sone cases it was
irnpossible to locate them or to obtain interviews. This task is continuinq and we
hope to have covered alrnost atl cases by the end of January.

L9/ As an example of the first kind of situation, !,re could cite the case of a
UNO candidate who withdrew because he had a1leged1y beerr intinidated by UNO
supporters who had accused him of being an FSLN infiltrator. To illustrate t_he
second hind of situation, while it r{as possible Lo raise the issue of intirnidation
quite openly in some intervier,rs, in others interviewers simpfy inferred Lhat
intimidation had occurred fron the interviewee,s attitude.

LLI This concera was shared by other internationa.l observers. For example,
OAS endorsed the6e critici6ns in its third report., published on'20 January,

L2/ The Sardinista Televi6ion System has agreed to a lequest by ONIwEN and
has allowed the members of the Mission to accompany Fhe nobile unit to ensure
fairness in Che seleceion of those intervieered.

L3/ Ttre inforrnation in the tabLes is based on a sampfe drawn frofli the three
dailies, consistiug of eight issues from Decenber I9S9 (4, S. 6,7,9. 11, 16 and
19 December) ard 19 day6 in .tanuary 1990 (5, 6 aDd B-24 January).

L4/ Luis Guzrnin, director of publication. is a candidate of the .popuLar
Social Christian Party to the Nationaf Assembly put forward by the Opposition
National Union.
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~ (continued)

If For example, in Nagarote, one of the opposition candidates stated that
the police were wearing special uniforms which were stifling them in the hot sun~

all because they had been assigned to protect the Sandinist crowds led by the
Mayor of Nagarotei they were not there to protect the opposition because they did
not need police protection and the police were doing nothing to stop the Sandinist
attacks.

~/ There are two other small ethnic groups in the RAAS: the Ramas and the
Garifonas.

~/ In some cases where it was impossible to interview the candidate who had
withdrawn, interviews were conducted with relatives or neighbours. An attempt was
made to interview all the candidates who had withdrawn, but in some cases it was
impossible to locate them or to obtain interviews. This task is continuing and we
hope to have covered almost all cases by the end of January.

~/ As an example of the first kind of situation, we could cite the case of a
UNO candidate who withdrew because he had allegedly "been intimidated by UNO
supporters who had accused him of being an FSLN infiltrator. To illustrate the
second kind of situation, while it was possible to raise the issue of intimidation
quite openly in some interviews, in others interviewers simply inferred that
intimidation had occurred from the interviewee's attitude.

III This concern was shared by other international observers. For example,
OAS endorsed these criticisms in its third report, published on '20 January.

121 The Sandinista Television System has agreed to a request by ONUVEN and
has allowed the members of the Mission to accompany ~he mobile unit to ensure
fairness in the selection of those interviewed.

131 The information in the tables is based on a sample drawn fro~ the three
dailies, consisting of eight issues from December 1989 (4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16 and
19 December) and 19 days in January 1990 (5, 6 and 8-24 January).

141 Luis Guzman, director of publication, is a candidate of the ,Popular
Social Christian Party to the National Assembly put forward by the Opposition
National Union.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ASC Alianza Socia] CristiaDa (Social Christian Alliance)

Barricada

CSE Consejo Supremo Electoral ( Supreme Electoral Counci.l)

END El Nuevo Diario

FSLN Frente Sardiaista de Liberaqi6n Nacional

LP La Prensa

MAP-ML Movimiento de Acci6n Popular Marxista Leninista (Marrist-Leninist Popular
Action Movenent )

l{ItR Movimiento de Unidaal Revolucionaria (Revolutionary Unity Movenent)

PCDN Partido Conservador Denocritico de Nicaraoua (Conservative Democratic
Party of Nicaragua )

PLIITN Partido Liberal de Uniatad Nacionat (Libera] NaLional Unity Party)

PPIAPP Partidos pol iticos/A] i anzas de partidos politicos (Political
parties/Coal itions of political parties)

PRT Partido Revolucionario de tos Trabajadores (Revolutionary Workers Party)

PSC Partid.o Social Cristiano Nicaragiiense (Nicaraguan Social Chri6tian Party)

PSOC ParEido Socia1 Conservatismo (Social Conservatism Party)

PUCA ParEido UDionista Centroafiericano (Central American Unionist Party)

lrNO Uni6n NacionaL Opositora (Opposition National Union)

ASC

B

CSE

END

FSLN

LP

MAP-ML

~R

PCDN

PLIUN

PP/APP

PSC

PSOC

PUCA

UNO
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Alianza Social Cristiana (Social Christian Alliance)

Barricada

Consejo Supremo Electoral (Supreme Electoral Council)

El Nuevo DiariQ

Frente Sandlnista de Liberacion Nacional

La Prensa

Movimiento de Accion Popular Marxista Leninista (Marxist-Leninist Popular
Action Movement)

Movimiento de Unidad Revolucionaria (Revolutionary Unity Movement)

Partido Conservador Democratico de Nicaragua (Conservative Democratic
Party of Nicaragua)

Partido Liberal de Unidad Nacional (Liberal National Unity Party)

Partidos politicos/Alianzas de partidos politicos (Political
parties/Coalitions of political parties)

Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores (Revolutionary Workers Party)

Partido Social Cristiano Nicaraguense (Nicaraguan Social Christian Party)

Partido Social Conservatismo (Social Conservatism Party)

Partido Unionista Centroamericano (Central American Unionist Party)

Union Nacional Opositora (Opposition National Union)
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Annex tI

PEIiCENIAGE OF SPACE IN TIIE THREE NSWSPAPERS llITII A NATIONA!
clFcurArroN (!4_!!E!94, EL NrrEvo prARrO, EAEBISAqA) sEr

ASIDE IT'N POLITICAL-EI,ECTORAI, I|AI{ERS

r,83
6.0 3

2/5
0,53
0.50
2.00

LP

6.78
0.90

0.?0
l0,Io

0.0 {

END

a.ot
{.10

o. a0
2.70
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"age 
3I

Table I

Total r Polltical lnfo!mation .. .

Table 2

complalnts anal allegations . .. . . .

aable 3

Informatlor aboutr

- Othe! parties
- css . . , . . . . . . . . . .

Table 4

Infornatlon hostlle lor

- FSIJN ......,.....
- uNo . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DECEI{EER ]989

IP END B
$ll

24.91 24,4A 33.48

LP END B
rtl

{.,f 1 0,94 2.9O

I'P END B
tt!

JANUARY I99O

IP END E
c!i

32.37 27.30 39.17

LP END E
It$

1.7r 0.4 4 I.3I
I-F END E

Itt

0.70 1.40

LP END B
i

4.87 -- 2.O0

5.13 12.50
1.36 2.30

0.81 0,3 0
1.20 0,77
1.4 5 1.5 5

E

5.47

Aable 5 LP END B

ttt
I;P END B

ttl

8.65 16.91
4.55
0.3 4 .r.38 0.2 0
0.69 1.52

0.3 4 o.I5

t:]o t:1t

0.94

- Oth€r ........... 0.58
- csE ............. 2.26 0.50 0.27 0.15 0.62 0.77
- PIo-FSLN orgahirarlons ........ 0.39
- Pro-UNO orgaDizaLlons ..,....,. 0.80 1.83

Annex 11

PERCENTAGE OF SPACE IN THE THREE NEWSPAPERS WITH A NATIONAL
CIRCULATION (LA PRENSA, EL NUEVO DIARIO, BARRICADA) SET

ASIDE FOR POLITICAL-ELECTORAL MATTERS

DECEMBER 1989 JANUARY 1990

~ LP END B LP END B

• • • • • •
Total, Political information ... 24.91 24.48 33.48 32.37 27.30 39.17

Table 2 LP END B LP END B

• • • • • •
complaints and allegations ...... 4.41 0.94 2.90 1.71 0.44 1.38

Table 3 LP END B LP END B

• • • • • •
Information about,

- FSLN ·.......................... 1.25 4.96 14.95 1.83 5.13 12.50
- UNO ·.......................... 5.76 2.46 1.98 6.03 1.36 2.30
- Government ........ " .... , ...... 3.1 4.74 3.78 2,.45 1.63 3.39
- PSC ........................... L20 0.53 0.84 0 .. 30
- Other parties ................. 0.70 1.40 0.50 1.20 0.77
- CSE ·............................ 2.06 2.00 1.45 1.55

~ LP END B LP END B

• • • • • •
Information hostile to,

- FSLN ........................... 4.87 2.00 6.78- UNO ............................ 2.90 5.33 0.90 4.01 5.47
- PSC ·............................ 4.10
- PUCA ·............................ 0.70
- Government ..................... 6.58 0.15 10.10 0.80
- CSE ·............................ 0.04 2.70

Table 5 LP END B LP END B

• • • • • •
Paid publicity,

- FSLN ·................... , ...... 8.20 5.37 8.66 16.91- UNO ·........................... 2.71 4.56
- PSC ·...................... , ...... 0.94 0.34 1.38 0.20
- PCDN ·........................... 1.10 0.69 1.52

- MUR ·..................... , ....... 3.28 1.66
- PLIUN .......................... 0.34 0.15
- Other .......................... 0.58
- CSE ·........................... 2.26 0.50 0.27 0.16 0.62 0.77

- Pro-FSLN organizations ......... 0.39
- Pro-UNO organizations ......... 0.80 1.83
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Antrex III

NICARAGUA
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Annex III

NICARAGUA
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